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THESIS

ABSTRACT

A MICROCALORIMETRIC STUDY OF THE

INFL~~CE

HEAT OF DILUTION OF POTASSIUM HALIDES',.

l',UD

OF LEAD IONS ON THE
THE DERIVED

THERMODYNAMICS OF ION ASSOCIATION IN SOLUTIONS OF THE LEAD HALIDES.

Recerltly the association constants f'or the f'ormation of the
complex ions PbCl! PbBr: PbI+ :ave been determined

by

measurements

of' the ul tr~,v iolet absorption spectra of' the correslJonding lead halide
solutions. In determining t;ese association constants no assumptions
ure made about the nature of' the complex ion except that a cllemical
potential may be assignec.l to 1 t and that the Inri of' Mass Action is
alJplicable to the equilibr ium
.Fb++
where X- = 01; HI'; or

+

17

According to the B3errum theory of' ion association it is
considered. that complex ions are f'ormed by electrostatic f'orces
between pairs of ions separated by any distance between that of' the
o

minimum distance of' closest approach a of' a pair of' ions and the Bjerrum
mininrum distance

Q.

When the association constants f'or the above reaction

nere used in conjunction with the BjerrlXi1 theory to calculate values
of' the winimun distance of' closest Ei.CJprooch
resul ts

muc~h

smaller than thr

SUIll

g

they were f'oll..'I"ld to give

of' the ionic redii of' the lead and

halide ions. It hos been usual to explain such an observation

by

swr,gesting that the bonding in the complex is .:;,redominantly covu.lent.
From u reviav,' of' the theory ot: electrolyte solutioIls "'iith reference to
ion aSSOCiation, ho"ever, it is concluded that such an assumption il:i
not valid because of the rather arbitrary value of' the Bjerrum rninimum
distance Q.. In order to find more evidence f'or the f'ormation of' complex
ions in solution and to try and elucidate the nature of such ions, a
microcalorimeter has been useu to

inv~stigate

the influence of lead ions

on the heat of dilution of potassium halide solutions.
If' the complex ion PbX+ exists in lead halide solutions then the
complex should be f'ormed when a solution of lead perchlorate is mixed
with a potassium halide solution. Prom the prolierties of' lead

perchlor[~~et

potassiuIll halide and perchloric acid solutions one would expect that
any difference between the heat of' dilution of a potassium halide
solution in lead perchlorate and!Jerchloric acid solutions should. be

due to the formation of complex ions, provided the ionic strength of
the undiluted and final solutions are the same in each case.
A twin differential microcalorimetric systerll

'~as

been designed

and built to measure the heat effects associated with the above dilutions.
Beoause of the small heat effects usaally associated with the dilution
of an electrolyte, temperature changes were measured

an eighty

by

junction copper-oonstantan thermel and a Paschen galvanorncter circuit
sensitive to 2:<10- 60 0 or 10-;cal •• The calorimeters v,'cre housed in an
air-bath which

'<"n:1S

immersed in

a

thermostat electronically regulated

to maintGin the temperature constflnt to within 0.001 0 0. Measurements
of the heat of solution of potassium chloriJ..e crystnls

~,rere

rnrtde

to eheck

the upparatus and calorimetric technique.
The resUiafor the heat or dilution of that quantity of solution
containing one mole of' potassium halide from the initial to the final
concentration are given in table 1.
Table 1.
CO,)CENTRATION
KX

Initial

PInal

KOI

1.00296

KBr

1l

eal/mole of rX
DILUENT p~ao) 2

II010

0.01

4
-41.95

400.47

0.98366

0.01

15.51

44.51

KI

0.100

0 .. 001

-5235

-147.76

KBr

0.100

0.001

-200.2

86.7

KBr

0.100

0.001

-243.7

616.3

KBr

0.100

0.001

- 3l~O. 0

1438.0

Since only about 4x1 0 -3 - 4x10-:'" Inoles 0'"
~

K.',i~

S.)J.. VENT

H 0
2
40.16~

CH j on-H 20

61. 01 rrl;~ oH orr-H 2 o
3

were diluted in each

experiment the measured. heat effects varied in mngnitude from

to.Oj to 1.6ca1.
These ,eat effects provide further evidence f'or the association
of' lead and halide ions in solution, and when they are cOlllbined with the
ium constants for the associa~ion reac't;:1:oIls
. .
0
preVioUB.:iJ obs.erJdift\a~W1.ftrrl1 association at 25 C can be found.
then theWIermoayl
Si,.Jilur
results have be en obtained from a study of the absorption spectra and
conductance properties of lead halide solutions at several temper[1tures
by other worAers. The results given in 1'able 2 agree Vii th tl10se obtained
from absorption spectra but differ from those obtained .from conductance
qJlQ ~o ~ps tOLlJJS.crOn ot COWDrSy rons' .DLOArqsq .cps ronrc SfLGllffjJ
measurements.

Table 2.
Complex Ion
PDCI+

Solvent

aOcal/lnole.

Heal/mole.

S e.u.

H2O
H2O

-2200

1246

11.6

-2530

297

9.4

PbI+

H2O

-2620

-297

7.8

PbCl+

H (,

2'.1

-3260

797

13.6

PbBr+

40.16rn~Cl130H-H20

-1~150

14/1

18.7

PbBr+

61.01 DllWH OH-H 2O -5093
3

2067

2'~,.

PbBr+

0

An attempt has been made to correlf:1te the thermodynamics of
nssoci8tion with the properties of' the lead and halide ions with n view
to determining the nature of the complex in solution. It seems that the
entropy effect i8 the major fDctor reSI)Onsible for the stnbility of the
complex ion. It would also seem likely that the complex is formed by the
replacement of a water molecule from the hydration ahell of the leaa ion
but the results do not provide conclusive evidence about the nature of
the bonding in the complex.
J.M.Austin
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I.
A.

IN!RODUCTION

FOREWORD

In recent years increasing interest has been shown in
the investigation of ion association in electrolyte solutions.
Numerous measurements have been made

o~

the assOCiation

constants of complex ions which are believed to exist in
solution and hence their
been calculated.

~ree

energies of formation have

Such measurements have been performed in

this department i by investigating the absorption spectra ot
lead halide solutions in a range of water and methanol
mixtures at 18°0.

However this is not the only determination

ot the association constant and free energy of association tor
the reaction:
Pb

++

(aq.)

x =

+

X, (aq.)

+
PbX (aq.)

01', Br' or I'.

Garrels and GuCker 2 have shown that ion association in lead
chloride solutions can explain their deviation from the
Debye-Huckel theory.

On this basis the7 have calculated

association constants for the above reaction trom the
electromotive force measurements ot the cell

as determined b7 oarmo~ and Hannan4.

Similarly Davies S,6

has obtained information on the same reaction from conductance
data.
These three separate methods and their results have been
compared by Panckh:urst~ a. He claims that hi~b.resul tsand those of
10.

Biggs resolved the problem as posed by Garrels and GuCker of the wide
discrepancy between electromotive force and conductance determinations of association constants on the one hand and spectroscopic determinations on the other.

Table I gives the

various values of the association constants for the formation
of the PbCl+ ion in water at 250 0.

2.

TABLE I
Values of KpbCl+ at 25°C unless otherwise stated
Author

Method

KpbCl+

Guntelburg7

Electromotive Force

10.0

Garrels and Guck:er 2
Garrels and GUCker 2

Electromotive Yorce

34.1

Electromotive Force

34.6

Righellato and Davies 5
James8

Conductance

32.9 (18°C)

Conductance

40.0

Fromherz and Lih10

Absorption Spectra

12.9 (22°C)

Panckhurst 1

Absorption Spectra

38.9 (18°C)

~hese

determinations of KpbCl+ assume nothing about the

nature of the complex ion except that it has a certain chemical
potential and thus can be treated thermodynamically like
other ion.

any

Further it must be pOinted out that neither

conductance nor electromotive force data can establish
unambiguously that a complex ion is really present.

However

the spectroscopic evidence for complex formation is more
direct and the fact that agreement has been obtained between
direct and indirect determinations of KpbCl+ gives us greater
confidence in the original assumption that complex ions do
really exist in solution.
Panckhurst found that free energy data for association
reactions gave little information

OD

the nature of the complex

ion in solution although he suggests that the ion is probably
a molecular entity rather than an ion pair of the"Bjerrum"
type.

It was considered that both heat and entropy data

should give more information on the nature and stability of
the complex ions PbCl+ , PbBr+ and PbI+.

Since this

information was not available for these ions and the usual
method of obtaining such information from association constant
determinations at more than one temperature was not practicable
spectrophotometrically, it was thought desirable to investigate
the possibility of making a direct calorimetric measurement
of the heat of aSSOCiation of ions in solution.

A literature

search indicated that at that time the calorimetric method had

not been used to measure the heat of association of ions
although calorimetric heat of dilution and heat of reaction
measurements were very common.

We here report an extensive

investigation of the heat of dilution of the potassium halides
in the presence of lead ions.

From a comparison of these

results with those for the heat of dilution of the potassium
halides in the absence of lead ions and a knowledge of the
association constants we derive results for the thermodynamics
of association at 25 0 0 for the reactions
++

Pb

(aq.)

where X,

+

=

+

PbX (aq.)

X'(aq.)
01', Br' or

I~

We will rev1ew the theory of electrolyte solutions leading
up to the theory of ion association and consider whether our
results shed any light on the nature of these ions, particularly
as regards their bond type and stab11ity in solution.

4·
B.
1.

THE THEORY OF ELECTROLYTIC SOLUTIONS
ARRHENIUS THEORY
Before 1887 a considerable amount of information was

collected on the physical properties of electrolytic
solutions in an endeavour to find why they did not obey
the Van't Hoff law of dilute solutions and the Classical
Arrhenius opened the door to a vast

law of mass action.

theoretical study of these solutions in 1887.

He

postulated that even in the absence of an external electric
field, electrolytes in solution dissociate, not necessarily
completely, into ions Which behave as ideal solutes.

As

a result the conductance ratio_~_ becau.;e the measure of
the fraction e of the electrolyte dissociated into ions.
Thevantt Hoff factor was related to the degree of
dissociation

~

by the equation:

i

=1

+

'~(n-1).

n is the number of ions formed per mole of electrolyte.
When the large amount of experimental data available,
was used to test these theories it was found that electrolytes
could be grouped into two classes:
(a)

weak electrolytes

(b)

strong electrolytes.

For weak electrolytes such as acetic acid the ionic
concentrations calculated from the conductance ratio gave
satisfactory dissociation constants when applied to the
Mass Action equation.

The strong electrolytes which

included most salts and certain acids and bases, while
providing valuable

qualitative support for the ionic

theory refused to obey any of its quantitative relationships.

The degree of dissociation calculated by different

methods failed to agree;
obeyed;

the law of mass action was not

the effect of a salt on the solubility of another

and on the dissociation of a weak electrolyte could not
be calculated from the theory.

These discrepancies were

much more marked in non-aqueous solvents than in water

5·
and also greater for salts of a higher valence type than
the 1-1 salts.

Thus it appeared that the discrepancies

were determined mainly by the electrical properties of the
system.

2.

BJERRUM THEORY
Many of the properties of strong electrolyte

solutions seemed to vary much less with concentration than
one would expect from the Arrhenius degrees of dissociation.
Early in the twentieth century further evidence seemed to
substantiate this observation.
Particularly notable were
the observations of Bjerrum11 and Hantzsch on the optical
properties of solutions.

Independently they observed that

when light was passed through pure normal chromium salts in
solution they had exactly the same absorption coefficient
regardless of the concentration.

However the absorption

coefficient of weak electrolytes varied with concentration.
Bjerrum explained these observations by putting forward the
hypothesis that strong electrolytes were completely
dissociated into ions whereas weak electrolytes were only
partially dissociated.

This hypothesis then required a

new explanation for the influence of concentration on
conductivi ty and the 'van t t Hoff coefficient.
Bjerrum succeeded in calculating how much the
electrical forces between ions in solution would be expected
to reduce the osmotic pressure of a solution.

He found

that the effect was almost as great as that observed.
Milner too performed the same calculations quite
independently and found that the decrease in the osmotic
pressure of strong electrolyte solutions could be explained
more accurately on the assumption of coulombic forces
between completely dissociated electrolytes than by the
assumption of incomplete dissociation.
Hertz 12 also
found that electrical forces between ions were capable of
producing a decreased conductivity of the ions as their

6.

concentration increased.
that

A.

Thus it soon became clear

did not represent the degree of dissociation of

~

o

strong

but rather it was a measure of the

electrol~tes

interionic forces between the ions of the

3.

electrol~te.

APPLICATION OF THERMODYNAMICS TO IONIC SOLUTIONS

Parallel to the investigations of Bjerrum was the
work of Lewis 13 directed towards the application of
thermo~amics

to ionic solutions.

all measurements on

electrol~tic

His work showed that

solutions, such as

freezing and boiling point changes, vapour pressure
lowering, osmotic pressure or solubility may be used to
determine the chemical potential (partial molar free
energ~) 6~

an electrolyte.

chemical potential

Lewis showed that the

cri

of any constituent in an electrolytic solution could be related to its value Gi o in some
arbitrary standard st~te b~ the equation

=

-

Gi

0

+ RT In a i

Now in an
where a i is the activity of the constituent.
electrolytic solution electroneutrality imposes the
condition that the number of moles of the individual
ionic species cannot be varied independently.

Hence

thermodynamics does not permit the evaluation of the free
energies and activities of the individual ionic species.
However convenient alternative expressions for the
activity and free energy of an electrolyte can be obtained
on considering its dissociation in solution.
If an electrolyte CXAy dissociates according to

the equation

CxAy

---7»

xC+ Y + yA- X

then applying the Lewis equation
XGc+y + yGA.-x

=

i.e.

GOA
x y

=

-0

=

GO

Go A + RTln(a +y)X(a x)y
o
Ax y

O~y

+ RTln(a+)x+y

where B+ is the mean activity of the ions
or

where a

~
O~y

=

-0

GO A + RTln an A
Vx Y
X Y

is the activity of the electrolyte 0 Ay •
r-

The activity of any electrolyte is related to
the concentration of the electrolyte by the equations
aN
am
ac

=
=
=

NfN
~m

Ofc

corresponding respectively, to the mole fraction,molal
and molar concentration scales.

Arbitrary standard

states are chosen so that the corresponding activity
coefficients fN fm fc tend to a value of one at infinite
dilution of the solute.
It must be remembered that in the thermodynamic
treatment of solutions no assumption need be made concerning the moleoular mechanism of the solutions or of the
nature of the components.

The activity concept is a

thermodynamic device to allow for factors which cause
a solution to deviate from the ideal case.

Thus the

activity coefficients are similar to the conductivity
A
coefficient ~
for strong electrolyte solutions as
o
explained by Bjerrum.
They both depend upon the

concentration of the ions in solution, the valency of
the ions and the dielectric constant of the solvent.
In order to explain these coefficients some mechanism
or picture of an ionic solution is necessary.

8.

4.

THE THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
Now in an ionic solution there are intermolecular

forces between solvent molecules, short range attractive
and repulsive forces between ions and between ions and
the solvent molecules.

Finally there are long range

attractive and repulsive forces between ions.

It had

been suspected for some time that the behaviour of strong
electrolytes in dilute solutions could be accounted for
by an adequate allowance of the effects of interionic
forces in a completely ionised system.

Bjerrum, Milner 14

and Hertz attempted to give the effects of interionic
attraction mathematical expression but their attempts
were not altogether satisfactory for they did not know
how the ions were distributed in solution.
It was not until 1923 that Debye and Huckel 15
succeeded in calculating the activity coefficient fi of
an ion.

They pictured the distribution of positive

and negative ions in solution, as resulting from a
balance between coulombic potential energy, which would
produce a regular lattice arrangement as in a crystal
and the kinetic energy which would produce a completely
random distribution.

Each positive ion was pictured

as inducing a negative charge density in its vicinity
."

with a result that the ionic atmosphere about it would
contain on the average more negative ions and less
positive ions than the bulk of the solution.

The

existence of this atmosphere leads to a lowering of
the energy of the ions which in turn is revealed by the
deviation of the solution from ideal behaviour.

Debye

and Huckel calculated this deviation for an electrolyte
in the absence of an external field with the aid of the
Poisson equation and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
law.

9.

They -£ound

=

- In -£+

Az+z_

Jf

1 + B~

If

where -£+ is the mean ionic activity coefficient
1

A

(DT)3/ 2

1.8246 x 10

=

(DT)3/ 2

1

B

R is

=

8 1t

Ne2)2

( 1000k

•

t 1
(DT)"2

5.029 x 10 9
1

(DT)'2

the closest distance 0-£ approach of ions.

This

equation describes experimental data particularly well
only for aqueous solutions of 1-1 electrolytes whose
ionic strengths I are less than 0.1.

For higher ionic

strengths, higher valence type electrolytes and
solvents 0-£ lower dielectric constant observed activity
coe-£-£icients do not agree well with those calculated by
the Debye-Huckel equation.
The Debye-Huckel equation do:es not explain the
experimentally observed activity coefficients which
decrease

at -£irst with increasing concentration in the

dilute range, pass through a minimum at higher
concentrations and thereafter increase rapidly with
increasing concentration.

Huckel 16 considered that

this sort of behaviour was due to two effects which had
not been considered in the original theory.

These are:

(1) attractive -£orces between the polar solvent
molecules and ions,
(2) repulsive forces between ions.
Both of these effects are more important at higher
concentrations.

To allow for such effects Huckel

extended the Debye-Huckel equation by adding a quantity
empirically determined from experimental observations.
Thus he wrote
=

6

10.

Several attempts have been made to evaluate
the constant D1 theoretically.
Van Rysselberghe and
Eisenberg 17 suggested that since the ions and solvent
molecules have a definite size then D1 can be considered
as a co-volume, effect representing the mutual
exclusion from certain portions of space of a mixture
of molecules of solvent and solute.
More recently
Stokes and RObinson18' explain D1 in terms of ionic
hydration with the aid of a h¥dration parameter n, the
number of solvent molecules which are permanently
associated with the ions in solution.

The hydration

parameters n which they have obtained, are not only
much larger than any acceptable figure for the hydration
number, but vary considerably according to the anion
and in a direction opposite to that expected.

The

anomalies have been corrected recently by Glueckauf 19
who has put forward a theory which includes both the
co-volume and ionic hydration effects.

This theory

explains observed activity coefficient data satisfactorily.
The hydration numbers obtained are approximately half
the Stokes and Robinson n parameter and fall well
within the range of reasonably expected values.
Earlier attempts had been made to extend the
Debye-Huckel theory to more concentrated solutions.
In using the Boltzmann distribution equation

=

n exp (_ ze! r )

where nr and "r are respectively the number of ions
per unit volume and the potential at a distance r from
the central ion, Debye and Huckel made the approximation
that e-x ~ 1 - x.
~fuereas this is reasonable for
1-1 electrolytes in dilute aqueous solutions, considerable error would be introduced in stronger solutions

11.

and in solutions of higher valence type electrolytes.
To meet these cases the Debye-Huckel theory was extended
mathematically by including higher terms in the
expansion of e -x •
More recently the use of the Boltzmann distribution function has been investigated by Eigen and
Wicke 21 •
They point out that space requirements of
ions cannot be neglected except in very dilute solution,
and taking account of these, they derive a modified
Boltzmann distribution function which can account for
the Observed minima in activity coefficient data.
Stokes and Robinson 22 have recently analysed the problem
of alternative distribution functions and conclude that
"they offer no improvement in respect of the selfconsistency of the resulting theory, but have the
disadvantage of adding considerably to the complexity
of the formulae".
So far we have considered the theory of electrolyte solution which is based on the hypothesis of a
completely ionised system with an adequate allowance
for interionic forces between the ions when they are
separated in solution.

None of the attempts to explain

activity coefficients have considered the possibility
of ion association causing the deviations.

This is

surprising in view of the fact that many values for ~
are generally only about half the sum of the ionic
radii of the ions present.

It is interesting to note,

that, whereas Bjerrum was largely responsible for the
hypothesis of complete ionisation of strong electrolytes in place of the Arrhenius theory, he was also
one of the first to suggest that deviations from the
Debye-Huckel theory could be due to ion-association.

20

12.

5.

BJERRUM 23 THEORY OF ION-ASSOCIATION
If two ions or opposite charge have a mutual

electrical attraction which is much p-reater than their
thermal energy then they may rorm a new entity known
as an ion-pair.

Now in the course of their motion in

a solution many pairs of ions probably find that they
satisfy the above condition for ion-pair formation but
the time interval during which permanent association
is evident would be very small.

Bjerrum considers

that the extent of ion-pair formation can be cal?ulated
on the basis that all oppositely charged ions within
a certain distance of one another are permanently
associated into ion-pairs.

Bjerrum has determined

this critical distance between ion-pairs as follows.
Assuming that the ions are rigid unpolarisable spheres
in a medium of fixed macroscopic dielectric constant
and that the

~j-~'.,.«.,l ~ {~
~t-ial··"'YrI".,be_tween

two ions i

~d

.

j,

r centimetres apart is given by ~J = zi Z j e
"Jr
..
~
Dr
then according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
law the probability that an i ion is at a distance r
from a j ion is given by
Ne i
Probabili ty
1000 e

2

4

?tr dr

Ne i
3
---is the number of i ions per cm of solution.
1900
If the ions are of like sign the probability of ionic
If the ions are of opposite

association is very low.

sign the probability possesses a minimum at a distance
=

q

=

82IZ~ZU
2DkT

For values of r less than q the probability
increases rapidly as r decreases and Bjerrum assumed
that two ions at a distance apart of r
associa ted.

<

q are

The degree of association (1- G

)

is

obtained by integrating the number of ions between

2. \.~

~~

13.

the shell of the mean distance of closest approach ~
up to the critical Bjerrum distance q.

i.e.

(1-0. )

Integrating by substituting

-L~Z~/8

Y =

2

DrkT

then

(1- a.)

where

=

=

JC"2.

e

b

Y

y-

4

dy

2

and

'Z:L,~,~

b

iDkT
Values of the integral,

~(b)

, have been tabulated.

Now the association constant KA for the reaction
M++
a,C

is given by

X,

+

KA

~

o,C

i

(1-0. )Oi

i

-

1

=

M++X •

~

f~+X'

a,

"2"a. 0i

In very dilute solutions

a.

fM++.f ,

x

~1

and the activity

factors will tend to unity.
Hence we have

4

=

Since Q(b) depends upon

'AN

Q(b)

1000

i

the mean distance of closest

approach of ions, the degree of association and
be calculated for various values' of

i.

~

can

Such calculations

have been made by Bjerrum for 1-1 electrolytes in water.
He shows that only about 2.5 per cent of the ions are
o
associated in a O.1M solution for i = 2A and this
figure increases to 10 per cent for
association is possible for
critical distance q.

g

g = 1.~

> 3.5~

while no

the Bjerrum

14·

The Bjerrum theory has received experimental
support by two different sets of observations.

By

substituting the numerical values for constants in
equations for KAand b they become an expansion:

log b

and

=

+ 6.120

310g D

+ 5.254

log D

+

logQ(b)
log ~

From their extensive conductance data on tetraisoamylammonium nitrate in dioxanwater mixtures Fuoss and
Kraus 24 found that fairly constant values could be
obtained for ~ of 6.4

f

by substituting the;" values of

KAfor various values of D in the equations for KAand b.
The average value of

R then

gave association constants,

for various dielectric constants, which as can be seen
from Table II agree very well with experimental values
of KAfrom 4 to 10 16 •
TABLE II
Dissociation constant of Tetraisoamylammonium
Nitrate in Dioxan -Water Mixtures 24 •
~

%H 2O

D

I'

0.60

2.38

J

1.24

2.56

2.35

2.90

4.01

3.48

6.37

4.42

9.50

5.84

14.95

8.50

=

6.LJ
KD(ObS. )
2 x 10- 16
1 x 10- 14
1 x 10- 12
2.5 x 10- 10
8
3 x 101.65 x 10-6

20.2

11.9

1 x 10-4
9 x 10-4

53.0

38.0

0.25

~calc. )
2 x 10- 15
2 x 10- 14
1 x 10- 12
1.4 x 10- 10
8
1.7 x 101.6 x 10-6
0.9 x 10-4
7 x 10-4
0.28
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From his work on the conductivity of Lanthanum
Ferricyanide in various mixed solvents James 25 has also
shown th~t with

i

=

7.2

R the

Bjerrum theory satisfactor-

ily explains their observed association constants over
Thus the

a range of varying dielectric constants.

Bjerrum theory has received experimental \support

-

Further work by Davies
for both 1-1 and 3-3 salts.
and James 26 on the conductivity of Lanthanum Ferricyanide
at 18°, 25 0 and 30°C has shown that the Bjerrum theory
also satisfactorily explains the temperature variation
of association constants.
More recently Panckhurst 1 has repeated the above
tests of the Bjerrum theory with his spectrophotometrically
determined dissociation constants f.or the lead bromide ion
in various water-methanol mixtures.

Assuming that ~

in water would be the same for

calculated from KD

each water-methanol mixture he found that the calculated
values of KD for the various solvents are much lower than
the experimental figures.
TABLE III
Mole

% Methanol

D

lb Calc.

0

81.1

20.86

65.1

0.00306

0.0050

40.16

54.9

0.00055

0.0011

61.01

46.1

0.000061

0.00023

If the value of

0.0165

i is calculated from XU-

for each

solvent then the following results are obtained:
TABLE IV
Mole

% Methanol

D

i

0

81.1

1.56

20.86

65.1

1.67

40.16

54.9

1.73

61.01

46.1

~

1.70 average
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Using the average value or

g then KD can be calculated

for each solvent giving the results presented in Table V.

TABLE
Mole

% Methanol

D

V

lb Obs ..

lb, Calc.

0

81.1

0.0204

0.0165

20.86

65.1

0 .. 00542

0.0050

40.16

54.9

0.00100

0.00115

61.01

46.1

0.000117

0.00022

From this Table V it is clear that by rollowing the Fuoss
Kraus method or using the average value or

g

to calculate

Kn much better agreement between the calculated and
observed rigures is obtained although it would would
appear that
of

i

~Calc.

is much more sensitive to the value

for solvents or lower dielectric constant.

A

comparison of Tables II and V shows that whereas the
Bjerrum Theory satisractorily explains the variation of
KD ror

1~1

electrolytes the theory does not seem to hold

so well for 2-1 electrolytes.

i

Further the values or

in Table IV are absurdly small by comparison with the
sum of the crystallographic radii which is 2.79R 27 ror
Strictly the Bjerrum treatment assumes that ion
association is determined purely by coulombic rorces
between the ions as they exist in solution.
value or

Thus the

g

should really be compared with the sum of the
effective ionic radii in solution.
Latimer 28 has
considered the inrluence or solvation on the radius or
ions and concludes that the errective ionic radius will
only be slightly increased ror a negative ion, but will
be increased by at least'c};85K for a positive ion.
ror
Thus allowing the hydration or ions it is clear that

g

is impossibly small as compared with the sum of the ionic
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radii for PbBr+.

This apparent inadequacy has been

used as evidence for covalent bond formation in the
complex, but a recent examination of the Bjerrum theory
by Brown and Prue 29 indicates that such an assumption
is not necessarily true.
Brown and Prue have used the concept of ion
association to explain the negative deviations of freezing
point depression measurements for several 2-2 electrolytes
from the theoretical values for a typical strong

rr =, 0.1.

electrolyte over a range of concentrations up to ,/J.
The mean ionic activity coefficient

f+ of an ion and

the stoichiometric osmotic coefficient

¢ at the freezing

point of a completely dissociated solution are defined
by the equations,

and

- In f:i:

=

••••• ( 1 )

¢

=

••••• (2)

p (y)

=

1 -

where

+ y -

1

1 + y

_ 2ln (1 + y ~

J

When incomplete dissociation occurs and the equilibrium
+

is established the thermodynamic dissociation constant
is given by
2

=

a. mf=1
1 -

2
• • • • • (3)

a.

where f=1 is the mean ionic activity coefficient of the
free ions.

All pairs of ions which are separated from

each other by a distance greater than or equal to q are
considered to a.ct as free ions while those pairs separated
by a distance between Rand q are treated as single nonelect~olyte
f~1

molecules which behave ideally.

and ¢1 are defined by the equations

Consequently

18.

~~~_ I1i

=

• •••• (4)

1 + BqI1t

3'1 A~:Z';lI1~
1

=

.;.

• ••• • (5)

p(BqI 1 )

where I1 is the ionic strength of free ions.

From

equations 3 and 4 it is clear that RDwill depend on the
choice of q since it is this which fixes the division
between the ions treated as associated and those regarded
as interacting in the Debye-Huckel manner.
Since the freezing pOint depression Q is related
to

¢ by the equation
Q( 1 + bQ)

where b and A,

=

2 A,m¢

• •••• (6)

are coefficients in the cryoscopic

formula and
1 - a.
2

=

+

• .•• • (7)

then values of KDcan be calculated from equations 3 - 7
for various values of q so that QObs. = QOalc. by a
method involving succession approximations to get
consistent values of K and
D

CJi.,

Brown and Prue performed

such calculations for the following values of q:
zi,zje

2

(a)

q

=

q1

=

--=
2DkT

(b)

q

=

q2

=

tq1

(0)

q

=

q3

=

5 A

(d)

q

=

q4

=

4K

=

0

Bjerrum
13.87 A =
minimum distance
for 0 0 0.
6.94 K

0

They found that the best agreement was obtained for q3
and q4 for ouS0 , Znso , MgS0 , OaS0 and NiS0 • The
4
4
4
4
4
values of the equilibrium constants for each value of
q are given in Table VI.
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TABLE VI
Salt
CuS0
ZnS0
MgS0

4
4
4

caS0

4
00S04
NiS0

4

K1

K2

K3

K4

0.0033

0.0041

0.0050

0.0066

0.0042

0.0055

0.0073

0.0100

0.0041

0.0052

0.0070

0.0105

0.0033

0.0043

0.005 0

0.0054

0.0044

0.0055

0.0073

0.0100

0.0041

0.0052

0.0070

0.0088

It is clear from these figures that the value obtained
for Knis markedly dependent an q.

Further, since

SObS. and SCalc. show the best agreement for some value
o
0
of q between 4 A and 5 A then values of Ebdetermined on
o

the basisct the Bjerrum minimum distance of 13.87 A are
in considerable error.
K- 1
D

=

1 -51
a. 2m(ft1)2

By using the Bjerrum equation

1
9

=

4

~Nd

2 2
exI(- L!L ) r2d~
DkTr

Brown and Prue have calculated values of i (as shown in
Table VII) for corresponding pairs of values of KDand q.
It is apparent that the values of ~ are almost
o
0
independent of q between q = 5 A and q = 6.94 A and this
0
again indicates that the Bjerrum distance of 13.87 A is
rather large for 2-2 electrolytes.
TABLB~

VII

0
Distances of closest approach (A)
Salt

q1

q2

q3

q4

CUS0

4
ZnS04

3.56

3·42

3.40

3.32

3.91

3·70

3.67

3·49

MgS0

3.88

3.66

3.63

3·50

3.56

3.48

3·41

3.26

4.01

3.70

3.67

3·49

3.88

3.66

3.63

3.43

cas0
COS0
NiS0

4
4
4
4
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Bjerrum rully realised the limitations or
his theory when he stated that 'the

dist1~ction

between

rree and associated ions was not a chemical one, but
only a mathematical device making possible an approximate
calculation of the effect of interionic forces under
conditions where the approximations of Debye and Huckel
could not be used'.

The full significance of this

statement can only be realised by considering the density
or i ions about a selected

j

ion as given by the

Boltzmann expression

=

zi Z je
D1 exp ( DrkT

The number of i ions in a shell 0.1

o

2

)

thick can be

A

calculated then at various distances r from the j ion
by the equation

4

'Xn

.i

exp

(

_

z,z"'Ie 2
].!o.!_

DrkT

The results or such calculations for aqueous solutions
or 1:1, 2:1 and 2:2 electrolytes at 25 0 0 are given in
the following Table.
TABU VIII
0

The number or ions in a shell 0.1 A thick x 1022~
0

rA

1:1

2

1.77

2.5

1.37

3.0

1.22

3·57

1.18

4.0

2: 1

2:2

130.0

15097

1.20

70.4

2500

5.0

1.31

54·5

945

6.0

1.48
1.70
1.96

48.8
47.2
47.8

519
362
281

10.0

52.3

217

12.0

59·5
68.1

195

7.0
8.0

14.0
16.0
18.0
20.0

78.5
87.6
102.0

189
191
199
208
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These calculations show
o~

that minima in the distribution

(1)

given ion exist

~or

ions about a

1:1, 2:1 and 2:2 electrolytes when

o

r equals 3.57, 7 and 14 A respectively;
(2)

that the minimum becomes less pronounced the higher

the valence type
I~

o~

the salt.

all the interionic

e~~ects

the 1 ions and a given

and not just those between

ion were considered, then it

j

would seem probable, particularly

~or

higher valence

type electrolytes, that no minimum would occur.

Thus

as Brown and Prue's results indicate, the Bjerrum
minimum distance seems rather arbitrary particularly
higher valence type electrolytes.
speculations on the nature
ions based on values o~
theory are not

o~

In view

o~

~or

this,

the bonding in complex
calculated ~rom the Bjerrum

g as

just1f1ed~

The next question that arises in connection
with the Bjerrum theory is whether or not the solvent
acts as a continuous medium with a constant dielectric
constant in the presence

o~

added electrolyte.

developments in wave guide techniques

~or

Recent

measurements

at high frequencies have made it possible to determine
the dielectric constant

o~

highly conducting electrolyte

solutions up to two molar in concentration.
Hasted,
Ritson and 00111e 30 ~ind that the dielectric constant
~alls

linearly as the electrolyte concentration increases.

Such results can be explained in terms
saturation

o~

o~

dielectric

the water molecules surrounding an ion.

In deriving the Debye relation between the dipole
moment and the dielectric constant
Langevin

~ormula:

m

=

J.L F
J.Lo coth ( ~

o~

polar liquids the
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is used where m 1s the mean moment due to the application
of a field of strength F on the randomly orientated
dipoles of dipole moment

~o.

For ordinary field

strengths the energy of interaction between the dipoles
and the field

~oF

is very much less than the thermal

energy of the dipoles so that the above expression may
~oF
~02F
be expanded to the first power of ---- to give m = .--kT
3kT
At very high field strengths, however, the Langevin
function approaches unity assymtotically giving m =
when all the dipoles are oriented by the field.

~o

Now

the field about an ion may be strong enough to completely
orientate its neighbouring water molecules and so cause
a reduction in the dielectric constant. for such
molecules would not be free to respond to the applied
field used in making the dielectric constant measurement.
The more concentrated a solution then the greater the
amount of solvent completely oriented about an ion and
hence the dielectric constant decreases with increasing
concentration.

Hasted,Collie and Ritson have shown

that the dielectric saturation phenomenon is mainly
confined to the primary hydration shell of an ion so
that provided the ions associated retain their primary
hydration shells it is reasonable to use macrosoopic
dielectric constants in the Bjerrum equations.
In view of the inexact and rather arbitrary
nature of Bjerrum theory it seems unwise then to use
any comparison of experimental and theoretical
association constants as evidence on the nature of ionassociation products in solution.

In order to find

more evidence for ion-association and to help to
elucidate the nature of the complex-ion so formed in
solutions of lead halides, we will now consider a
calorimetric investigation of the influence of lead ions
on the heat of dilution of potassium halide solutions.

23.

From suoh experiments we will show that it is possible
to derive the heat and entropy change for the association
of lead and halide ions in solution aooording to the
establishment of the equilibrium system:
++
Pb{aq)

x

+

xt(aq)

::::

-=='::!)
,.

or

+
PbX(aq)
It

A determination of the equilibrium constant
for this system only gives the free energy change for
the formation of the oomplex ion.

Since free energy

changes for the prooess are related to heat and entropy
changes by the equation,
4G

=

Td S

it is important that all three thermodynamic quantities
be considered in any disoussion on the nature of the
products of ion-association.
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II.

EXPERIMENTAL

In designing a calorimeter to measure the
heat of formation of complex ions a number of factors
must receive careful consideration.

Improvements in

the apparatus and method for making calorimetric
measurements have been so numerous over the past twenty
years that to-day there are several types of calorimeters
and several different calorimetric methods.
been critically surveyed by Swietoslowski 31 •

These have
The

more important factors which will determine the type of
apparatus and method used are:
(1 )

the nature of the process,

(2)

the quantity of heat evolved or absorbed,

(3)

the rate at which the heat is evolved or absorbed,

(4)

the heat equivalent of the system.
Now if the heat of formation of a complex ion

PbOl+ is to be determined from the difference between the
heat of dilution of (a) 0.1 m KOI in water, and
(b) 0.1 m KOI in 0.OsmPb(0104)2 solution,
then from a consideration of heat of dilution data in the
literature it is evident that the heat effect will be
small and almost instantaneous.

Hence it is necessary

to use a method in which the heat losses will be small
and reproducible.

It was thought that these require-

ments would be best fulfilled by designing and building
an apparatus similar to the twin differential calorimetric
system as used by Gucker, Piokard and Planck32 for
measuring the heat of dilution of aqueous solutions of
sucrose at 20 and 30°0.

Fipure 1

A diagrammatic section of the apparatus
throu~h

CAl

the stirrer shafts or e8 h

~imeter.

arran~ement

Th s shows the
of t e

p

symmet~ical

wothin the

anna~atus

submR ine iacke J, the bakelite and
persnex

insulatin~

sections

sunnortin~

the calorimeters AA from the submarine
lid R and also the pillars (on ton of
the plate p) which anchor the

sprin~s
J

used to rotate the bulb holder pulley
shown in fOg

e 2.
A

p

p

A

di!'ll7rl'lTTImAtic Sf'ction thl'oU h the stir'rp.

and blub ho der sharts which sunport each
calorimeter. Ale

8ho~

are the tw

st rrers for thp. thermostat bath.
J

J

A

Pi

A view

f'~om

U1'e

3

belOlY the brass 01 t

P

showino the anparatus with the
regulator Coil and SubmArine

CkAt

r moved and the calorimeters partlv
removed. The thermal between each
calorimetAr, t e t~ermostat
stirrer
nd heaters re also
sho ¥1l.
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A.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS
A general idea of the apparatus can be gained

from the two sections, Fig.1 and 2.

Two identical

calorimeters A A, each containing a stirrer S, heater H
and bulb holder BH, are suspended from the lid of a watertight submarine jacket J which is immersed in the
thermostatted water-bath B.

The submarine jacket is

supported from the brass plate P by means of four brass
tubes which house the stirrer and holder shafts for
each calorimeter.

The two shafts shown in Fig.1 house

the stirrer shafts for each calorimeter while those shown
in Fig.2 house the stirrer and holder shafts for one
calerimeter.

A wooden frame was constructed to support

the whole apparatus out of the water-bath so that
adjustments could be made to the calorimeters.
The brass plate P carries two brass columns
housing two stirrers for the water-bath.

The large

copper water-bath is lagged with 3 inches of glass wool
and the whole apparatus completely enclosed by a lagged
copper lid hinged to the boxing about the water-bath.
A sprocket chain driven from a synchronous motor outside
the thermostat rotates the calorimeter stirrers at
300 r.p.m., and two large three blade

stirre~s

thermostatted water-bath at 180 r.p.m.

in the

The leakage

of heat down the stirrer and hold shafts is reduced by
insulating sections of perspex.

The brass calorimeter

lids are permanently fixed to the top of the submarine
jacket and stirrer tubes by bakelite sections threaded
at one end with a right-hand thread and at the other
with a left-hand thread.

The calorimeters are fitted

to the lids, sealed with Apiezon Sealing Compound Q
and held in place by spring-loaded clips.

Contact with

the air outside the calorimeters through the stirrer and
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holder shafts is prevented by paraffin oil seals just
below the lower shaft bearing.
The temperature difference between the two
calorimeters is measured to about one

m~.rodegree

by

means of a thermel (T) connected to a Paschen g,alvanometer.
C~lorimeters

The identical twin calorimeters of about
500 mI. capacity were made of brass.

They were gold-

plated on the inside to provide a chemically inert surface
but this was found to be unsatisfactory.

The gold plating

was evidently sufficiently porous to allow chemical
reaction between lead ions in solution and the brass walls.
This reaction was finally overcome by coating the
interior of each calorimeter with a thin coating of pure
paraffin wax.

The outer walls of each calorimeter were

chromium plated and polished to reduce the transfer of
heat across the 3 cm. air gap between each calorimeter
and also between each oalorimeter and the similarly
polished inner walls of the submarine jacket.
A well
about 3.5 cm. deep and 3 x 4 cm 2 cross sectional area
was welded into each calorimeter to receive each end
of the multiple junction thermel T.
The Thermel and Galvanometer
The temperature difference between the
calorimeters was measured by an 80 junction copperconstantan thermel 10 cm. long.

,The thermocouples

formed by soft-soldering No.20 B.and S. gauge constantan
and No.30 B. and S. gauge copper wire were mounted in
banks of ten on pieces of mica notched at the ends to
separate each junction from its neighbour.

The eight

banks of ten thermocouples which had a total resistance
of about 12 ohms were then set in paraffin wax so that

r

Figure 4.
A view of the

alvanometer cupboard with the

front removed so as to show the
support and the

galvanomete~.

alvanometer
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the rina1 cross sectional area of the therme1 was about
3 x 4 cm2 •
To prevent shorting of the thermel through
the thermel well walls, they were lined on the sides
only with very thin sheets of mica.
Shielded copper leads connected the thermel
to copper reversing switches and shunts in an oil bath
and then to a Paschen galvanometer.

The shunts were

only used when the calorimeter system was well out of
balance and large deflections were expected.

They were

made rrom riR8 copper wire and had resistances of 2.20 ohms
and 0.53 ohms respectively.
The Paschen galvanometer hed a resistance or
13.1 ohms and was so sensitive to vibrations of the

buildings that a special support and draught-free housing
was necessary.

The whole galvanometer system and its

housing and support are reproduced by photograph in Fig.4.
The support consisted or a heavy metal plate with vanes
under the plate dipped in oil.

The plate was suspended

from a concrete ceiling by a spring which was wound in
two halves in opposite directions.

This helped to

prevent any wandering of the zero of the support as a
result or temperature variations or unwinding of the
spring.

The whole support was surrounded by a ninex

cupboard fitted with a sliding front so that adjustments
could be made to the galvanometer.

A window was also

placed in the front of the cupboard and light from a lamp
outside the cupboard was reflected from the galvanometer
mirror onto a mirror outside the cupboard and then up
the front of the cupboard onto a scale at a total path
distance of two metres.
This combination of thermel and galvanometer
was usually operated at such a sensitivity that a one
millimetre galvanometer deflection corresponded to a
dirference between the heat content of the two calorimeters

~I i

I
6

l l - - - -_ _- - J

V

Fig. 5

The Oirouit used tor an Eleotrical Calibration.
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of 0.001 calorie.

Since each calorimeter and its

contents generally had a heat equivalent of 500 calories
the galvanometer deflection was enuivalent to 2 microdegrees per millimetre in terms of the temperature
difference between the two ends of the thermel.
Calorimeter-----Heaters
For the purpose of making electrical energy
calibrations each calorimeter was fitted with a small
heater H.

Nearly every experimenter has used a different

heater in his calorimeter.

The heater usually has to be

small so that it can fit in a confined space and it must
make good thermal contact with the calorimetric fluid.
Several different heaters were tried before the one described below was finally found to be satisfactory.

This

heater which had a resistance of about 70 ohms, was made
by winding some fine manganin wire on a flat sheet
glass about

t

inch wide.

or

The ends of the manganin wire

were soldered to copper leads and then the whole heater
was covered with Araldite and annealed in an oven at
180°C for a day.
The circuit used for supplying a known amount
of electrical energy to the calorimeters 1s shown in Fig.5.
Before the calibration was started the battery was connected
to a standard resistance of 50 ohms and to a ballast
resistance RB having the same resistance as the calorimeter
heaters.

The calibration was started by switching the

current from the

bal18~t

resistance to the heater R1 or

R2 • During the heating period which was measured by a stop
watch to 1/10th of a second the potentials V1 or V2 and V3
were measured across the heater R1 or R2 and the standard
resistance R3 respectively on a Vernier Potentiometer made
by the Cambridge Instrument Company.

From the heating

period, the potentials across the heater and across the

t· t.

t

tor
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1·
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,0
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standard resistance and the value of the standard
resistance, the electrical energy supplied to the calorimeter
can be accurately determined.
Submarine Jacket and Lid.
The submarine jacket and lid which were made
of brass were chromium plated and polished on the inside
so as to reduce to a minimum any tendency for the transfer
of energy from the polished calorimeter walls across the

3 cm. air gap to polished walls of the jacket.

The

jacket could be easily fixed to the lid to give a watertight join by means of twelve wing-nuts and a rubber
sleeve.
Thermostat
The thermostat was constructed with a lid
so that the apparatus was completely enclosed by about
10 cm. of glass wool lagging.

This prevented any might

variation of the room from affecting the calorimetric
system.

Four symmetrically spaced heaters supported

from the brass plate P were used to heat the water in
the thermostat bath.

These heaters were connected so

as to provide various rates of heating and consisted 'of
10 ohms of nichrome wire wound on a piece of glass tubing.
The energy supplied to tne water bath heaters from a 12V
transformer was regulated by means of a mercury-acetone
filled regulator in conjunction with a proportioning
head and an electronic relay.

The regulator shown in

Fig. 6. consisted of a 25 foot length of 3/8 inch thinwalled copper tubing wound into a rectangular coil around
the submarine jacket, water-bath heaters and stirrers
and supported from the brass plate P by two brass plates.
Such a system fulfils the requirement of accurate bath
control of having a well distributed regulator with a
large surface to volume ratio.

The regulator head had

to be specially designed so that when the temperature of

s
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A photograph showing the general
layout of the apparatus. From the
left we h ave the calorimeter heating
supply and potentiometer on top of a
cupboard while in the cupboard is the
electronic relay. The galvanometer
switches and shunts are immersed in
the oil bath next to the cupboard.
On the

ri~ht

we have the thermostat

with the lid opened to show the chain
drive for

t~e

calorimeter and thermostat

stirrers. The galvanometer

housin~

situated just to

of the thermostat.

stat.

t~e ri~ht

is
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the regulator changed from its normal working temperature
o
.
o~ 25 c to room temperature,mercury and/or air would not
be sucked back into the copper tube.
actually used is shown in Fig •.. 6..

The regulator head
Although the regulator

head and Beckmann thermometer were completely enclosed
by the lid they could be viewed from the outside through
a glass window in the thermostat lid.

Such an arrangement

easily maintained the temperature of the thermostat
constant to within 0.001 0 0.

B.

PREPARATION AND PURIFIOATION OF MATERIALS

Perchloric Acid
Hopkin

and Williams "Anala.r" material was

used without further purification.

Stock solutions of

the diluted acid were standardised against dry analar
sodium carbonate.
Lead

Perc~lorate

Because of its great affinity for water a
solution of lead perchlorate was prepared by adapting the
methods used by Willard and Kassner33.

The solution

obtained by adding A.R. lead nitrate to about 1% excess
over the calculated amount of A.R. perchloric acid required
for the salt lead perchlorate was evaporated until no test
could be obtained for nitrate in the solution.

The

excess perchloric acid was then removed by evaporating
the nitrate ~ree perchlorate solution at 125 0 0 until only
a trace

o~

water remained.

This solution was then

steamed at 160 0 0 until it was free from acid.

The final

solution was tested for nitrate using diphenylamine in
concentrated sulphuric

aci~

and for chloride, which could

be formed by overheating, using silver nitrate solution.
A diluted stock solution was standardised by determining
the amount of lead by precipitating it as lead sulphate
and weighing on a Gooch crucible.
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As a final check on the purity of the lead
perchlorate stock solution, a part of it was diluted to
a suitable concentration and examined spectroscopically.
The curve obtained was in satisfactory agreement with
those obtained from samples of the lead perchlorate
solution as used by Panckhurst in finding the association
constants for PbCI+ PbBr+ and PbI + •
Potassium Chloride, Bromide and Iodide
Hopkin and Williams ItAnalar lt material was used
without fUrther purification.
Methanol
Commercial methanol usually contains aldehyde
impurities which can be easily removed by the method as
recommended by Weissberger and Proskauer34 .

Commercial

methanol that had been standing over silver nitrate for
several months was refluxed for several hours and then
distilled.

If the distillate gave no test for aldehydes

with Marsh's reagent it was dried by the method of Lund
and Bjerru~5 of refluxing for several hours with
magnesium methylate formed by the action of activated
magnesium on pure methanol.

The pure dry methanol was

then distilled into special dry vessels, from which it
was possible to dispense the methanol without moisture
contamination by the air.
Water
The laboratory distilled water supply was used
throughou t •
Solutions
In preparing solutions for this work great care
was taken to obtain them in a state of high purity and with
accurately known molalities.

All weighings for solids

were made on a Mettler semi-Micro-balance accurate to
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10-5gm.

Since the required weight 01' solvent was

usually far in excess of the capacity of a Mettler balance,
solvent weighings had to be per1'ormed on a larger balance
sensitive to 20 mgm. at a full load 01' 1'ive kilograms.
Standard solutions of lead perchlorate in one
of the solvents, water, 20.86, 40.16 or 61.01 mole per
cent methanol-water mixtures were prepared by wetght
dilution of the stock lead perchlorate solution with pure
water and methanol.

Standard potassium halide solutions

were obtained by adding one of the above solvents to
weighed portiOns of the pure dry salt.

C.

EXPERIMENTAL
I

PROC~DURE

The heat of formation of a given complex was
assumed to be equal to the difference between the heat
effects associated with the one hundred-1'old dilution 01'
equal quantities of a concentrated potassium halide
solution with either 0.05m Pb(CI0 )2 solution or perchloric
4
acid solution.
Since the heat of dilution of any
electrolyte solution depends upon the final ionic
strength of the solution the strength of the perchloric
acid solution required for the second dilution experiment
haS to be equal to that of a solution 0.01m with respect
to potassium halide in O.05m lead perchlorate after due
-allowance has been made for the ef:t'ects of complex-ion
formation.

The method and results of such calculations

are given in the section containing the results.

We are

concerned here only with the method of obtaining the heat
of dilution data for the two dilutions:
(1)

KX(m 1 )

Aqueous HCI04 solution (m)
--------------------------~)

m2

(2)

KX(m 1 )

Aqueous Pb(CI04)2 solution (m3)

>KXm2

-----------.;..-=.- --

KX

Same 1'inal
ionic
strength

There follows an account of the method by which these heat
effects were determined.
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Very thin walled glass bulbs of about five cubic
centimetre capacity were blown from cleaned glass
capillary tubing.

These bulbs were used to hold a weighed

quantity of standard concentrated potassium halide
solution.

They were filled by means of a hyperdermic

syringe and sealed with a small gas flame so as to have
a 3 cm. capillary

neck.

Great care was taken to avoid

inaccuracy in weighing and the contamination of solutions
by using tweezers to hold the bulbs and thoroughly clean
dry apparatus.

The 3 cm. neck of a bulb was waxed into

the bulb-holder fixed in such a position that the bulb
would not be broken by the top stirrer blade.

A pulley

on top of the bulb holder shaft was spring-loaded and
held 'in a fixed position by a pin.

When everything was

ready for a dilution experiment the pin was withdrawn by
pulling a string outside the entire thermostat.

This

enabled the small glass bulb to rotate through 180 0 , pass
through the path of the stirrer blade and thus get broken.
By pulling the string again the broken bulb and its holder
could be returned to its original position and so maintain
the symmetry of the calorimeters as far as possible.
Weighed amounts of diluent were placed in each
of the clean dry calorimeter vessels.

After the thermal

had been placed with one end in each calorimeter they were
both carefully raised into place against the calorimeter
lids and fixed with spring clips.

Next the submarine

jacket was fixed in position with the twe1ve winged nuts.
The whole apparatus was then lifted from its special wooden
frame and placed in the thermostat.

After all the heater

leads were connected, the stirrers set in motion and the
thermostat lid closed, the whole system was left overnight
to come to equilibrium at 25 0 0.

Because of a slight

difference between the heats of stirring in each calorimeter
it was usually necessary to pass a small current through
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one of the calorimeter heaters, or some auxiliary heater,
to prevent any drift in the thermo-electromotive force
of the thermel.
When the various different dilution
experiments were performed the galvanometer deflection
indicated that for some experiments heat was evolved and
for others heat was absorbed.

Further the magnitude of

the heat effect varied considerably for the different
salts used.

Two different methods, dependent on the

nature of the heat effects, were used for determining
the actual heat effect when dilution took place.

These

are outlined separately.
First Method
This method was used when fairly large
quantities of thermal energy were absorbed in the dilution
process.

The object of the method is to supply

sufficient electrical energy to the calorimeter to balance
the energy absorbed on dilution.

If this can be properly

achieved then there should be no change in the thermal
capacity of the system and hence no change in the
resultant final galvanometer deflection.

As a result

there should be no heat transfer between one calorimeter
and either its neighbour or the thermostat bath.

The

method was used as follows.
A short time before the dilution was effected
in a given

calorimete~

an electrical current was passed

through the heater of that calorimeter so that the
resultant galvanometer deflection wasas small as possible.
Several trial experiments were necessary to make the
energy balance as good as possible.

If the resultant

galvanometer deflection was about one or two centimetres
this was considered satisfactory and the amount of
electrical energy supplied was corrected by calibrating
the galvanometer deflection by nassing a small known

35·
amount of electrical energy through the calorimeter
heater and finding the resultant deflection.

Such a

determination indicated that a resultant galvanometer
deflection of 1 cm. meant that 0.01 cal. had to be
added to, or be subtracted from, the electrical energy
supplied in order to exactly balance the heat of
dilution.
Second Method
This method was used in all those experiments
in which preliminary observations indicated that the
resultant heat of dilution was small.

Because of the

only means of time measurement bej.ng a 1/10th second
stop watch it was felt that the small heating periods
require?- would give inaccurate results if the first
method was used.
In this method the calorimetric system was
allowed to come to equilibrium and then the galvanometer
deflection was observed over a period of about forty
minutes from the time of breaking a bulb.

The resultant

galvanometer deflection was then compared with that of
an electrical calibration performed over about ten
centimetres of the scale chosen to include that portion
of the scale actually used in the heat of dilution
experiment.

Thus the method is really a comparative

method.
The apparatus and methods used in calorimetry
have been thoroughly reviewed by Swietoslowski 31 and
White 36 •

The first method used is similar to that used
by Gucker, Pickard and Planck 32 except that no attempt

was made to make the

ther~nostat

of the pair of calorimeters.

follow the temperature
This change is justifiable

for those cases where heat is absorbed, for the aim of the
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method is to maintain both calorimeters in their original
equilibrium state.
resultant

If this is achieved then there is no

temperatur~

difference between the calorimeters

and the thermostat bath and hence no thermal leakage to
or from the thermostat.

Ideally the Gucker method of

adiabatic control of the thermostat bath should result
in no thermal leakage, but as White points out, any
thermal lag in the system introduces an indeterminAte
error.

Because of this fact and the lack of suitable

apparatus to give efficient adiabatic control, it was
decided to use the comparative method of measurement for
all exothermic heat effects.

D.

STANDARDISATION OF APPARATUS.
We have used measurements of the heat of

solution of potassium chloride crystals to infinite dilution
in water at 25 0 C to check the apparatus and calorimetric
methods used.
A sample of about 10-20 mgm. of dry potassium
chloride was accurately weighed into a thin glass bulb
which was then sealed.

In each determination the salt

was dissolved in about 400 gm. of dtstilled water to
give a solution whose heat of dilution was negligible.
Since the bulb and contents were completely dry a small
blank heat effect had to be allowed for in each experiment
due to the heat absorbed in saturating approximately 4 mI.
of air with water vapour at 25 0 C.

This was calculated

at about 0.006 calorie and several blank measurements
using empty bulbs gave a similar result.
As the total heat absorbed-in these measurements varied from 0.5 calorie to 1.0 calorie, electrical
compensation was necessary to obtain a small resultant
galvanometer deflection.

In practice the electrical

compensation was rarely exact so the under or over
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compensation as indicated by the resultant galvanometer
deflection was allowed for by making electrical
calibration.
The following is a sample calculation of the
heat of solution of potassium chloride:
Weight of KCl

::

0.01196 gm.

Weight of water

:::

400.0 gm.

In order to balance stirring effects an electric current
was passed through the heater in calorimeter number 2
so that
0.15880 volt

::

:::

0.19,310 volt

=

50.03 ohms

When equilibrium was attained the current was switched
into the tare heater and the current increased to a
predetermined value.

The current was then switched

into heater No.1 for five minutes before the bulb was
broken.

After a heating period of 9 min. 6.8 sec.,

the current was switched back to the tare heater
adjusted to its original value and switched back to
calorimeter heater No.2.

During the heating period the

potentials were measured across the calorimeter heater No.1
and the standard resistance
::

0.60630 volt

0.50530 volt

=

546.8 sec.

50.03 ohms

Fig.7 gives the resultant galvanometer deflection.

This

indicates that the calorimeter No.1 has been over
heated.

An electrical calibration indicated that the

sensitivity of the galvanometer scale was equal to
0.00255 cal. per Mm.
Electrical energy supplied to calorimeter No.2 before
the experiment
cal. per sec.
V

where

It

:::

t

3
50.03
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Electrical energy supplied to calorimeter No.1 during the
heating period
I V
1

=
where

I

cal. per sec.

4.184

V3

=

50.03

Thus the total energy supplied electrically to
calorimeter No.1 is given

by

546.8
50.03 x 4.184
0.88012 cal.

=

•
• • Total heat absorbed

Blank heat effect

·• .

;:

;:

0.88012 - 0.00255 x 83

=

0.66847 cal.

:::

0.006 cal.

Heat absorbed by 0.01196 gm. KCl in dissolving
:::

•••

0.88012 - Sensitivity x Galvanometer deflection

Heat of solution of KGl

0.66247 cal.

:::

0.66247 x 74.557
0.01196

;:

4.130 kcal. per mole.

Results for heats of solution of KCl are given in
Table IXa .•

Similar measurements have been performed
on this apparatus by Tennent 37 •
They are included in

Table IXa for the nurposes of comparison.
TABLE IXa
Weight of KCl
mgm.

AH kcal.per mole

11.96

4·13

12.05

4.11

9.70

4·19

10.70

4.13

20.15

4.12

26.20

4.09

Mean value of

22.90
4.25
AH ::: 4.145 kcal. per mole
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Further results obtained by Tennent
Weight of KCl
mgm.

Mean value of

Ll.H

kcaI. per mole

15.85

4.03

14.81

4.28

17.36

4.24

18.98

4.29

19.15

4.10

19.41

u.15

17.50

4.05

18.06

4.27

20.00

4.14

f:t.

H

=

4.173 kcaI. per mole

These values are compared with other values available
from the literature in Table IXb.
TABLE IXb

Work

c1H kcal. per mole

Westrum and Eyring38

4.15

Selected values of Chemical
Thermodynamic Properties
Mischenko and KaganOvich 39

4.17

Tennent37
This work

4. 1 93
4. 1 73

4. 1 4 5
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III.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

GENERAL
Preliminary experiments showed that the heat

of dilution of potassium halide solutions with water
was substantially different from that with a solution of
lead perchlorate.

Similarly it was found that the heat

of dilution of concentrated lead perchlorate solutions
with water differed from that with a solution of one of
the potassium halides.

Care was taken to ensure that
the solubility products of the lead halides 40 were not

exceeded.
According to the ionic strength principle 41
the mean ionic activity coefficient of any strong
electrolyte is the same in all solutions having the
same ionic strength.

It follows then that the partial

molal free energy change t:. G for the two processes,
HClO4(m)

KX(m1 )

')

KX(rn )
2

)

KX(m )
2

Pb(ClO4):;t.(m3)

---_

KX(m )
1

..

should be the same if the final ionic strength in each
case is constant.

t:.G varies of course with the value

of the final ionic strength in each process.
If

t:.G for each process is to be determined

by the final ionic strength at each temperature it
follows that

t:.H the heat of dilution is also a function

of the ionic strength.

Also the heat of dilution for

the above two processes should be the same if each system
has the same final ionic strength.

The actual variation

of the heat of dilution of an electrolyte solution with
ionic strength has been given a theoretical interpretation
in terms of the Debye-Huckel theory and this theory has
been the subject of considerable experimental testing
by Lange and Robinson42 •

We are not concerned here

41.
with the actual variation of the heat of dilution with
ionic strength when we are dealing with the comparison
of two similar heat of dilution experiments for a given
electrolyt~

but rather we are concerned with the
The present

influence of other added electrolytes.

experiments indicate that as compared with the influence
of perchloric acid, lead perchlorate has considerable
influence on the heat of dilution of potassium halide
Except for a recent calorimetric

solutions.

investigation of the heat of mixing of one molal alkali
halide solutions by Young and Smi th43 there seems to be
no information on the heat of mixing of non-reacting
electrolyte solutions.

This is not surprising when

the magnitude of the heat effects obtained by Young and
Smith are considered.

They have found that when a

quantity 8(2) of KGI as a one molal solution is mixed
with a quantity 8(3) of NaGI as a one molal solution,
the maximum amount of heat evolved is 10 calories per
mole of KGI.
8(2)

S(2) and 8(3) are defined by

=

=

where n 2 and n3 are the number of moles of KGI and NaGI
mixed.
Thus on mixing that volume of a 1m KGl solution
that contains one mole of KGI with the volume of a 1m NaGI
solution that contains nine moles of NaGI, about three
calories are evolved.

In our experiments we never mix

more than about 4 x 10-3 moles of KGl with (1) 0.075 moles
of perchloric acid or (2) 0.025 moles of Pb(GI0 )2" in
4
solutions whose total ionic strength are both equal to
about 0.15.

By comparison with Young's results then we

consider that the heat effects in our experiments for the
physical mixing of the potassium halides and either
perchloric acid or lead perchlorate are negligible.
Hence such physical effects could not explain the
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considerable difference between the observed heat of
dilution data.
Now it is possible that the difference between
the two heam of dilution; may be due to different heat
effects associated with the different influence of lead
and hydrogen ions on the hydration of the potassium or
Evidence for this effect can be obtained

chloride ions.

from a consideration

0

f the vartation of partial.molal

volume measurements with ionic strength.

Thus whereas

wirth44 was able to show that the variation of partial
molal quantities with ionic strength for aqueous solutions
of potassium chloride with sodium chloride and potassium
sulphate with sodium chloride was in agreement with that
predicted by the Debye-Huckel theory, he later found45
that agreement could not be obtained for solutions of
sodium chloride with hydrogen chloride and of sodium
perchlorate with perchloric acid.

For the last pair of

solutions a consideration of the partial molal volume
of water as a function of the concentration of added
electrolyte showed that the change in the volume of the
water is a specific effect for the particular electrolyte
added and is but slightly influenced by the electrolyte
already pre,ent.

In view of this Wirth and Collier45

suggest that the Debye-Huckel variation of partial molal
volumes of a pair of electrolytes in a mixture with ionic
strength is only observed when the two electrolytes
individually have the same effect on the structure of
water.

Any departure from the Debye-Huckel variation

is due to differences in the effect of the individual
electrolytes on the water structure,
interaction.

i.e. ion-solvent

Whereas measurements indicate that these

ion-solvent interactions are important for concentrated
solutions they are negligible for dilute solutions.
Hence it seems that we are justified in excluding different

43·
heat effects for the influence of lead and hydrogen ions
on the hydration of the potassium or chloride ions.
Now that we have shown that physicAl dilution
effects cannot explain the difference between our heat
of dilution experiments, we next consider whether or not
association of ions provides an explanation.

We suggest

that the difference between the Observed heats of
dilution could be due to
(a)

differences in the interaction of a potassium halide
on the ionisation of perchloric acid and lead
perchlorate in solution.

(b)

differences in the heat effects associated with
the two reactions involved in setting up the
equilibria

H+

+

X'

+

X'

~

HX

Recent studies of lead perchlorate 46 solutions by means
of absorption spectra and isopiestic methods do not give
any evidence for the association of lead and perchlorate
ions in solution.
Panckhurst 1 also found no evidence
for ion association in such solution and he assumed
that lead perchlorate is completely ionised.

A

literature

search revealed that positive evidence for ion-association
in metal· perchlorate solutions has only been produced for
one salt cerous perchlorate 47 •
Partial molal volume 45 , Raman spectra 48 and
proton magnetic resonance 49 measurements all indicate
that perchloric acid is an extremely strong acid because
the degree of dissociation is high even in highly
concentrated solutions.

Since our perchloric acid

solutions are never stronger than 0.15 molal then it
seems that we are justified in neglecting any changes. in
the degree of dissociation of perchloric acid during our
experiments.

'rhus we can elimina te the factor (a)

mentioned above as an exnlanation

o~

the difference

between our observed heat effects, and we are left to
consider our second suggestion.
Harned 50 and his co-workers have made a
thorough investigation of the properties of the hydrogen
halogenides with a view to testing the Debye-Huckel theory
of electrolytes.

Their results clearly show that excent

for hydrofluoric acid dilute solutj.ons of these acids are
strong acids which are virtually completely dissociated.
The values of the acid constants hRve been estimated
by Pauling 51 by evaluating the free energies of hydrogen
halogenide molecules and of the halogenide ions from the
electronegativity of the halogens.

Pauling's acld

constants obtained in this way are 2 x 10 6 for Hel,
8
These figures agree
5 x 10 for HBr and 2 x 10 9 for HI.
well with those obtained by a similar evaluation by
McOOUbrey52 .who calculates the values of the acid constants
for HOI, HBr and HI as 10 7 , 10 9 and 3 x 10 9 respectively.
All this evidence then leaves us with only
one explanation for the difference between the heat of
dilution of potassium halides in perchloric acid and lead
perchlorate, namely the assoc1ation of lead and halide ions
to form complex ions.

As was explained earlier, several

workers have postulated the existence of complex ions
PbX+in solutions of the lead halides from a consideration
of a b sorp ti on s-pec t ra 1
conductance 5 ,6.

] t romo tolve f orce 2,3,4 an d
e.ec

1,;"/e now sugges t, in the absence of any

phenomenon of which we are unaware, that our heat of
dilution results provide independent evidence for the
formation of complex ions between lead and halide ions
In solution.

These results do not yield any evidence on

the amount of complex ion formed but when they Rre
considered in conjunction with equilibrium constant data
we will show that they do provide heat of formation data

45·
and hence entropy of formation dat8 for the formation of
complex ions in solution.

B.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE H.3AT OF DILUTION OF
THE POTASSIUM HALIDi5S
The experimental heat effects measured at 25 0 C

for the following dilutions are presented in Table X •
Final Ionic
Aqueous HCI0 (m)
4
(1 ) KX(m1 )
KX (m 2 ) Strength
~
I1
&1 1
II
Aqueous Pb(CI0 )2(m )
3
4
(2) K.X(m )
:> KX (m 2 )
I2
1
a H2
m1
m2

=

initial molal concentration of potassium halide

=

final molal concentration of potassium halide
assuming no association of halide ions

m3

=

molality of lead perchlorate solution

m

=

molality of perchloric acid solution

The value of the final ionic stl"ength

I1 1,/'{as ke-pt the

same as the final ionic strength I2 by adjusting the
molality m of the perchloric acid solution.
TABLE
- - -X
A( 1)

1.00296m KCI
Moles KCI x 10 3

.. O.01m KCl wi th

o. 14m HCI0 4• I 1 = 0.15

6H(measured)cal.

4.1903

-0.1754

- 41. 86

4.1921

-0.1769

- 42.21

4.1283

-0.2034

-(49.26)

4.2999

-0.1799

- 41.86

Average
A(2)

llH1 cal.per mole KCI

llH1

=-

41.95

1.00296m KCI

,0.01m KCI with 0.05m Pb(CI0 )2
4
aqueous solution 12
0.15
Moles KCI x 103
llH(measured)cal.
4H2cal.per mole KCI
:;;;

4.1582

+ 1.678

403.49

4.1335

+ 1.660

401.67

4.1534

+ 1.646

396.25

Average

fJ.

H2

=

400.47
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B( 1)

--+ 0.01m

0.98366m KBr

KBr with 0.14m HCl0

4
::: 0.15

Solvent water. 11
Moles KBr x 103

aH(meas. )cal.

4H1 cal. per mole KBr

4.1128

+ 0.0602

+ 14.64

4·1444

+ 0.0696

+ 16.89

4.1217

+ 0.0616

+ 14.94

4.1074

+ 0.0640

+ 15.58

Average aH1
B(2)

0.98366m KBr

~

aH2cal. per mole KBr

4.1532

+ 0.1830

44.07

4.0914

+ 0.1900

LJ.6.41

4.2044

+ 0.1810

43.05

4.2205

+ 0.1830

43.34

4.1240

+ 0.1800

43.71

Averag'e
0.1m KI

)

Moles KI x 10 4

LlH2

::

44·51

0.001m KI with 0.0055 HCl0

4
Solvent water I1 ::: 0.0065

4.H(meas. )cal.

4H 1 cal. per mole K1

4.1686

- 0.0224

- 53.63

4.0586

- 0.0216

- 53.17

4.0300

- 0.0202

- 50.25

Average dH1
0(2)

15·51

O.01m.KBr with 0.05m Pb(Cl0 )2
4
Solvent water 12 :: 0.15

Moles KBr x 103 4Ii(meas. )cal.

0(1)

=+

0.1m KI

)

Moles KI x 103

:::

- 52.35

O.001m KI with 0.002 Pb(Cl0 )2
4
Solvent water I2 ::: 0.0065
t1 H(meas.

) cal.

4. H2 cal. per mole KI

4.120

- 0.0585

- 141. 90

4.030

- 0.0599

- 148.53

4.1187

- 0.0629

- 152.85

Average

/l

H2

:::

- 147.76

47.
D(1)

0.1m KBr --+ 0.001m KBr with 0.0146m HCl0

4
Solvent 20.86m % MeOH-H 20 11 = 0.0156
Moles KBr x 104
AH(meas.) cal.
4H 1cal. p er mole KBr
3.7345

- 0.07296

- 195.36

3.6452

- 0.07320

- 200.81

3.7367

- 0.07638

- 204·40

Average

D(2)

=-

AH1

200.2

0.1m KBr--+ 0.001m KBr with 0.005m Pb(Cl0 )2
4
Solvent 20.86m % MeOH-H 20 12 = 0.0156
Moles KBr x 104

AH(meas.)cal.

aH2cal.per mole KBr

+ 0.0317

+ 0.0335

Average
E( 1)

0.1m

8

H2 =

KBr~

0.001m KBr with O.014omHCl04
Solvent 40.16m % MeOH-H 20 Ii = 0.015
Moles KBr x 104
4H(meas.)cal.
4H 1cal.per mole KBr
3.6011
- 0.0840
- 233.3
3.5945

- 0.0880

- 244.8

3.6237

- 0.1041

(- 309.5)

3.6842

- 0.0932

- 252.9

Average A H1
E(2)

86.7

0.1m

=

- 243·7

KBr~

0.001m KBr with 0.005m Pb(Cl0 )2
4
Solvent 40.16m % MeOH-H 20 I2 = 0.015
Moles KBr x 104
aH(meas.)cal.
4H 2cal.per mole KBr
3·6224
+ 588.0
+ 0.2130
3.6440

+ 0.2260

+ 620.2

3.6344

+ 0.2384

+ 640·7

Average uH 2

=

+ 616.3

48.
F(1)

0.1m

KBr-~.001m

KBr with 0.008m HCl0

Solvent 61.10m
Moles KBr x 104

Jl

% MeOH-H 20

H(meas. ) cal.

H1 cal. per mole KBr

Jl

- 0.1120

- 321

3·5333

- 0.1152

- 325

3.7442

- 0.1303

- 347

3.76075

- 0.1378

-366
aH 1

= - 340.

0.1m KBr --+O.001m KBr in 0.003m Pb(Cl0 )2
4
Solvent 61.01;m % MeOH-H 20 I2 = 0.009
Moles KBr x 104

AH(meas.)cal.

AH 2cal.per mole KBr

3.5681

+ 0.5143

+ 1441

3.5074

+ 0.4938

+ 1407

3.5488

+ 0.5200

+ 1465

=

Average AH2

c.

= 0.009

3.4881

Averap;e

-F(2)

4
I1

+ 1438

THE HEAT OF FORMATION OF COMPLEX IONS PbX+
Assuming that the difference between the heats

of dilution when potassium halides are diluted with
either perchloric acid or lead perchlorate is due
entirely to the formation of complex ions, then we
define

AH3 the heat of' f'ormation of' that amount of'

complex f'ormed during the dilution of' one mole of halide
by the equation
=

AH1 and

AH2 are the heats of' dilution of one mole of'

potassium halide according to the equations:
Aqueous HCl04 (m)

-_.

'>

A H1

Aqueous Pb(Cl04)2(m3)

,-~-.,

)ro

aH

2

KX (m2 )

49.

When lead ions are nresent we have the
equilibrium established:

------~-,

+

and if

G

PbX+
a.ffi 2

is the fraction of the halide ions associating

thea the ionic concentrations of the equilibrium
components are as indicated.
Hence the heat of formation of one mole of complex ion
AH f is given by
AH f
The value of a

=

••••• ( 1 )

can be determined at the appropriate

ionic strength from the association constants KA as
determined by Panckhurst for

G

is related to KA by the

equation

=

(m 3

••••• (2)

Gm 2 )(1 - ~ )

Now the question is, what is the appropriate
ionic strength?

Because of associatton 12 is not

defined by

=
but is given by

=
• • •• • (3)

For a solution containin.R: the following formal
concentrations of

= O.05m Pb(CI0 4 )2

=

O.01m KCl
O.0005m HCI0

4

as for the dilution of O.1m KCl in O.05m Pb(CI0 )2 which

4

also contains O.0005m HCI0
lead ions, then we have

4 to repress hydrolysis of the

50.

a.m2

~X+

==

lIlpb++

==

mCl '

==

m3 m2 ( 1

mCl O '
4
mK+

=

2m

"1i+

=

3

:::;:

0.01 a.

==

0.05

==

- 0.01 a.
0.01 (1 - a. )

+ 0.0005

==

0.1005

m2

==

0.01

=

0.0005

==

<1Lffi2

-

a. )

Substitutinp; these values in (3) p;ives
12

0.1605 - 0.02, a.

==

• • • • • (4)

From (2) and (4) we see that both I2 and KA depend
upon the value of a. •
then

(4) gives

strength

I

2

If we assume a value of

equal to 0.1505.

~==

0.5

At this ionic

\ 'PbCl+ = 17·5·

Hence we can solve for G. from (2)
a
i.e.
==
(0.05 - 0.010. )(1 - ~ )
~~.----'-'-

a

This new value of

~

now gives

==

12

17·5
0.1+45

= 0.1516.

These

calculations may be continued until mutually consistent
values are obtained for

12,

~A

and a •

These are

shown in Table XI for the various sets of experimental
data.

Once 12 is fixed then

11 may be fixed by

chosing the proper molality of perchloric acid so that
Under these circumstances the heat of
formation of one mole of PbX+

4H

f
from (1) at a known ionic strength.

may be determined

51.

TABLE XI
Values of the effective ionic strength

12 with
and

the corresponding association constants KA
degree of association a. •
Solvent
Complex Ion
12

K
A

a.

A

PbCl+

Water

0.15

17.5

0.445

B

PbBr+

Water

0.15

·3

0.595

C

PbI+

Water

0.0065

58.8

0.230

D

PbBr+

20.86m % MeOH-H 2O

0.015

166

0.45

E

PbBr+

40. 16m

% MeOH-H 2O

0.015

641

0.73

F

PbBr+

61·.01.:m % MeOH-H 2O

0.009

3125

0.87

TABLg XII
*~~,

..., . , , - - - -..

Molal Heat of Formation

il

Hf' of' Comnlex Ions in

Solutions of' Known Ionic Strength

12•
cal. per mole

Complex Ion

Solvent

12

A

PbCI+

ilra ter

0.15

983

B

Water

0.15

48

C

PbBr+
PbI +

Water

0.0065

D

PbBr+

20.86m

% MeOH-H 2O

0.015

h38

E

PbBr+

40.16m % MeOH-H 2 O

0.015

1178

F

PbBr+

61 .01 m ;1~ MeOH-H 2 O

0.009

1778

il

- 415

The Correction of the Heat of' Formation of' a Complex Ion
to Zero Ionic

11 0

where

Stren~th.

From the van't Hoff reaction isotherm
a pbX+
60 0 + RT In
=
a pb ++ • aX'

dO equals the f'ree energy of formation of one

mole of complex according to the equation
+

x'

and a PbX+ a pb ++ aX' are the activities of the components
in the equilibrium system, we have by dif'ferention with

52.

respect to temperature that

p QG)1J
'!(

o'r

=
p

Substi tution of these values for

and

tiG

the Gibbs Helmholtz equation

give.

oG

=

IJ. H

=

fiH T[:T
+

IJ. H

O

-

RT2

in
p

L"G~

~T

( In

=

where

6S o are the molal enthalpy, free energy and
entropy change respectively for the formation of PbX+
at zero ionic strength.
Now following Garrels and Gucker 2 we assume
that in a given solution the actj,vtty coefficients of the
ions PbX+ and X' are equal.
•
• •

AH

=

where l' Pb++ the acti vi ty coefficient of the lead ion in
solution is given by

=

K

loA

~ is the thermodynamic association constant for PbX+

ione as determined by Panckhurst 1 •

Differentiating the

Debye-Huckel limiting law with respect to temperature
we have
=

~

_.L

2

(1-

' ':::raD

D·' uT

+

1

T ) In l' Pb++

where D is the dielectric constant of the solvent.

=

=
Values of

ri • ~

t..H

fPbx+

+

6H (Corr)

at 25 0 C were interpolated from

Akerlof'e 53 data for water and, the methanol-water mixture.

53·

-_._

'rABLl!; ....-,-'XI I---I

1

Solvent

D25

Water

78·54

15

. -aaDT

CH,OH-H 2O

6,.40

CH OH-H 2O
3
61-.01m % CH OH-H29
3

52.73

-

43.20

- 0.00576

20. 86m
40. 16m

~
<Jb

0.00460
0.005°4
0.00548

The values in Table XIII were used in
conjunction wi th those of Table XIV to calculate

AHe Corr ••
)

The resultant values of the standard enthalpy of change
for the formation of one mole of complex ion AH~
are given in Table XV.

Pbx+

These values were used

to cOl'I'..ect Panckhurst's values of AGo obtained at 18 0 C
to 25°C and then values of the entropy change on formation
of complex ions were calculated by means of the GibbsHelmholtz equation.

The final results for the thermo-

dynamics of association are given in Table XVI.
'rABL~;

X.IV

Values Calculated for the Activity Coefficients
K

of Lead Ions from equation fpb++
Complex
Ion
PbCl+

=:;

~
K
A

KO

Solvent
Water

12
0.15

RA
17·5

38.9

Pb++
0.45

PbBr+

Water

0.15

33·3

70.4

0.47

Pb1+

Water

0.0065

58.8

85.1

0.70

PbBr+
PbBr+
PbBr+

20.86m % CH OH-H 2 O 0.0156
3
40.16m % CH OH-H 2O 0.0150
3
61.01m % CH OH-H 2O 0.0093
3

A

f

166

238

0.70

6Lj1

1041

0. 61 5

3125

5000

0.63

5

54.
TABL];

XV

The Standard Molal Enthalpy Change :for the
Formation o:f PbX+ Ions, and values o:f ~H
f'pbX+
and ~H(cor'['.) at :?5 a c.
~ H:f

~Ho

Complex
Ion

Solvent

PbCl+

Water

983

263

1246

PbBr+

Water

48

249

297

PbI+

Water

- 415

118

- 297

OH-H 2O

638

159

797

CH OH-H:?O
3
CH 0H-H 0
2
3

1178

?73

1451

1778

289

2067

cal/mole

PbBr+

20.86m

J,& C'R

PbBr+

40.16m

D~

PbBr+

61.01m

0,6

3

~H(corr.)
cal/mole

cal/mole

TABLE XVI
The Thermodynamic Functions at 25°0 :for
the Reaction Pb++ + Xt ~
PbX+.
~
~Ho

Complex
Ion

Solvent

cal/mole

PbCl+

Water

PbBr+
PbI+
PbBr+
PbBr+
PbBr+

~Go

~so

cal/mole

e.u.

1246

- 2:?OO

11.6

Wa.ter

297

- ?530

9.4

Water

- 297

- 2620

7.8

797

- 3260

13.6

1451

- 4150

18.7

2067

- 5093

24.0

20.86m % CH OH-H 2O
3
40. 16m % CH OH-H 2O
3
61.01m % CH OH-H 2O
3
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D.

THE ACCU RAaY OP

trH~

R.2;SUVrS

The value obtained for B heat of dilution is
directly proportional to the time the he8ter is 8upplying
energy, to the resistance of the heeter, to the S'luare
of the current passing through the heater and to the
deflection of the galvanometer.

The errors in mB.king

the electrical measurements can be regarded as negligible.
Since most heating periods were sixty seconds or more
and a one-tenth second stop watch was used, we consider
that errors in
negligible.

timin~

may also be considered as

It seems that the major source of error

in the results is due to inaccurate values for the
observed resultant galvanometer deflection.

If the heat

effect was suitable to be measured by the compensation
method then the resultant galvanometer deflection was
small and hence the accuracy of the method was high.
As most heat effects were too small to use the
compensation method efficiently, the
had to be used.

co~parative

method

Actually the comparative method should

be just as sensitive as the compensating- method when we
are measuring small heat effects but vibrations of the
building are liable to alter the sensitivity of the
highly sensitive Paschen galvanometer and so cause a
considerable inaccuracy in the larger galvanometer
deflections as obtained in the comparative method.

Such

errors are difficult to assess but from the overall
reproducibility of measurements we consider that where
6H(meas.) is less than 0.2 calorie the result is
accurate to + 2%.

For 6 H(meas.) greater than

0.2 calorie the result is accurate to

±. .;%.

Since Panckhurst claims that the association
constants for the various complex ions are accurate to

8% and our calculation of the heat of formation 6 HO

56.
depends on the difference between two heat of dilution
measurements and the association constants we consider
This gives
our value of 6H o to be accurate to 10%.
6S o accurate to about 5%.

E.

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
Before this work started the information

available on the thermodynamics of association of lead
and halide ions to form complex ions was free energy
data derived from equilibrium constant measurements for
the reaction
++

Pb(aq)

+

),

X(aq)

+
PbX(aq)

Only one set of equilibrium constants over a temperature
range was available from electromotive force measurements
of the cell
PbCI 2 (m)
AQ"CI-Ag
25m % CH 0H-H 20
3
These measurements were made in this chemistry department
Pb/Hg

by Foster 54 but the results have never been used to
calculate AH o or A SO for the association reaction.
Bates 55 has measured the E.M.F. of the cell

I AgBr-Ag

Pb/Hg 11%
Water

I

over the concentration range 0.0015 to f).018 molal and
over the temperature range 5° to 40 0 C.

He interpreted

his data in terms of the extended Debye-Huckel theory.
Panckhurst re-examined this data (obtained by Bates)
by the method used by Garrels and Gucker of introducing
the concept of ion-association and found no significant
variation of the ion-association constant with
temperature.
Recently Yatsimirski and Shutov 56 have published
thermodynamic quantities for the formation of some iodide

57.

complexes.

Although only the ahstract of their paper

is available it appears that they have calculated their
results from a consideration of the heat of reaction of
solid potassium iodide with solutions of mercury, cadmium,
silver and lead nitrates of various concentrations
between 0.05 and 3m.

In the absence of the details of

their method we cannot compare it with our own method
but a comparison of their results with those obtained in
this work (Table XVII) shows excellent agreement between
values for the entropy of formation of PbI+.

The
LlH o and

rather poor agreement between the values for
LlG o could be due to the fact that their results are
not given for zero ionic strength.

More recently still N~ncollas57 has evaluated
the thermodynamics of formation of PbCI+ and PbBr+ from
the conductance properties of solutions of lead chloride
and lead bromide at 25 and 35 0 0.

He has not compared

his results with some previously obtained by a spectrophotometric determination of the ion-association constants
in lead chloride and lead bromide solutions at 25 and 45 0 0.
These measurements were made by Caverhill and the derived
entropies of association were reported by Nancollas 58 in
an earlier paper.
I

=

Caverhill's results which refer to
0.25 are as follows 59

13.87

LlG
eal/mole
- 1475±,10

LlH
eal/mole
+1200±.600

e. u.
9±,2

11 .8

12·5

- 1460

+ 525

6.6

18.6

16.37

- 1730

+1180

1.8

~(25)

\,j (45)

PbCI+

12.2

PbBr+
PbI+

These results have been corrected to zero ionic strength
by making use of the relations

and

In ~

=

In fpb++

=

In KA - In fpb++
1
Az.2
I
'2
1
1 + I

and included in Table XVII.

,

~

6S

58.

An examination of Table XVII shows that whereas
there is reasonable agreement between the results of
the present work and those of Oaverhill, there is a
considerable discrepancy between the values of 6H o and
6sP for PbCl+and PbBr+ as obtained by Nancollas and
those of the present work and Caverhill.
TABLE XVII
A Oomparison of the Available rrhermodynamic

Complex

Data for the Formation of Oomplex
Lead Halide Ions at 25°0.
6G o
6H o
Solvent
cal/mole cal/mole

PbCl+
PbCl+
PbCl+
PbCl+

o
6S
e .u.

Ref.
Present

H2O
H2O

- 2200

1250

11.6

- 2180

4380

22.0 Nancollas

H2O
H2O

- 2400

1760

14.0 Caverhill

- 1364

7

- 2090

2

- 2148

2

H2O
H2O

- 2020

5

- 2184

8

PbCl+

H2O

- 1500

10

PbBr+

H2 O
H20

- 2530

300

- 2020

2880

16.4 Nancollas

PbBr+

H2O

- 2390

1340

12. 5 Caverhill

PbI+

H2O
H2O

- 2620

- 300

7.8

- 2660

- 600

6.9 Caverhill

H2O

- 3130

- 1000

7.0

56

- 3320

- 1830

5.0

54

PbCl+

H2O
H2O

PbCl+
PbCl+
PbCl+

PbBr+

PbI+
PbI+
PbCl+

25m % CH OH-H20
3

PbCl+

40. 16m % CH OH-H 2 O - 3640( 18 0 0)
3

PbBr+

20. 86m

PbBr+

40. 16m

PbBr+

61.01m

% CH3 OH-H 2O
% CH3 OH-H 2O
% CH 3 OH-H2O

9.4

Present

Present

1b.

- 3260

800

13.6

Present

- 4150

1450

18.7

If

- 5090

2070

24.0

"

59.
IV.
A.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

FACTORS AFFffiCTING THE THERMODYNAMICS OF ASSOCIATION
So far we have not considered the nature of the

complex ion in solution.
+
symbolically as PbXCaq).

We have only represented it
Clearly the thermodynamics of

association for the reaction
++
PbCaq)

+

x,

(aq)

-====::~ PbX+(ao)

<

must depend upon the nature 8nd properties of the complex
+
ion PbX(aq)
and the lead and halide ion in solution.
Many authors have attempted to correlate the thermodynamic
association constants or free

ener~y

of formation of

various complexes with the ionic potential of the cation z
and the ionisation potential 102 of the cation.

r

Such correlations most of which are quite empirical, have
been reviewed and discussed by Irving and Williams 60 .
They conclude that in order to clarify the factors affecting the free energy of formation a careful analysis of the
heat and entropy of formation is necessary.
Williams 61
has made an excellent review of the heat and entropy of
formation of many complex ions.

We must compare our

results with his observations.
1.

EntroEY Changes on

A~iation

Our A SO results agree with a generalisation by
Williams that most reactions between cations and anions
involving a resultant decrease in the total number of
ions in solution and a neutralisation of charpe are
accompanied by an entropy gain.

Now ~rank and Evans 62

have suggested that ions in aoueous solution order the
water molecules around them so as to form an "iceberg",
the process being similar to a partial freezing of the
liquid.

Q .. uali tatively

the entropy of association data

are in agreement with the conversion of two ions in

,~1~f__~. _________.~1~_..____~
Fig.. 8

A Plot of the Entropy Change Associated with the Forrnation o~ the
+
Complex Ion PbX Against the Prank and Evane structure Breaking
l~nt:ropy Ef:tect 6 ~t Charaoter1stic ot the Halide lODe Xt

60.
solution to give one ion with a neutralisation of' charge
so that there is a break-down of' the "iceherg" and a
resulting entropy change favouring; complex formation.
If the entropy change upon the formation of a
complex is due to the loss of hydration of the components
of the complex then Evans and Uri 63 suggest that for a
series of anion complexes with one cation the entropy
change AS o should be proportional to the entropy of
hydration of the anion.

~rank

and Evans consider that

this entropy of hydration AS 2 of an ion is due to
(a) a free volume factor,
(b) an entropy effect in the orderin,R: of the first layer
of water molecules adjacent to the ion,
( c) an entropy effec t ASst due to the influence of an ion

..

and its primary hydration shell on the water structure
beyond the first layer.
They calculate the values of A S~~ for the halide ions as
Cl' 10.2 e.u.,

Brt 13.9 e.u. and It 17.9 e.u.

If the

process of ion-association consists of the electrostatic
association of the lead and halide ions each with their
primary hydration shells, then the structure breaking effect
A.
st,
Q.,S:x~
for each ion will be eliminated and replaced by the
a truc ture breaking effec t

A S~:x+ charac teris tic of the

complex ion.
i.e.

A SO

::::::

k -

st
ASxt

+

at
AS pbX+

An examination of Fig.8 shows a !Jlot of AS o against the
A sst data of Frank and Evans shows that there is an
X'
approximate linear relationship between these two Quantities.
Further, if allowance ts made for some variation in
by assuming that the values of
trends as

AS~~X+

AS~~X+ show the same

AS~: then a more linear plot is obtained.

For
st + had the values of say 10 e.u. for PbCI+ ,
example if AS PbX
12 for PbBr+ and 14 for PbI+ then our
ot would certainly
be more linear and,what is more imnortant, the slope would

eAuBt;
SnBt;

e Zn(CN>"= "
eCo{NHJ:++

SnC';~ 'Cu(N~HQ(CN)1

°F.(CN";

AQ(NH.)Zt..,· "AuCIi"
A CI.O..-!-CdCI:Ag(CN)I"':..-e --. CuC'; ...

08F.- e PtC,:

oCrc'l

ePdCI:

5n8t_+_. . SnCI+

AIF.1)J

••

Figure

9.

40~~~~~~-r----~~~----------------------20

I.f

Figure

10.

61.
be nearer -1 as is rel]uired f'or the direct linear

"sst
Thus in terms of'
X' •
this analysis there is some justif'ication f'or picturing
68 0 and

relationship between

L:I

the complex ion as a unit consisting of' the lead and
halide ion with their own primary hydration shells.
These ions are bound by electrostatic f'orces and the unit
as a whole exerts its own inf'luence on the neighbouring
solvent molecules.

Such a unit we claim would

approximate to a Bjerrum ion-nair.
By assuming that the complex MX(aq) is f'ormed
by the anion replacing one water molecule f'rom the
hydration shell of' M(:q) according to the eouation
M++(H 0)
2 x

+

X' _.

~ MX+(H 0)

2

+

x-n

nH 0
2

CObble 64 has def'ined a corrected partial molal entropy Eft
related to the normal partial molal entropy of an ion 8- 0
by the equation
-0

::::

n8H2

°

Figs. 9 and 10 reproduced f'rom CObble's paper illustrate
the apparent linear relationship between
of' the charge

S'

and the ratio

Z to the interatomic distance r

complex ion as compared with that f'or S·o.

12

of the

The empirical

relationship ma,Y be expressed by
-0--0

'7.

49 - 99 -'!.r
S;'~xt( all )
81\I;X"( an)
n8 H20
12
Taking r 12 as the sum of the ionic radii 65 of a lead and
halide ion and -0
8
= 1 6 .7 e.u. then usin~ the Cobble
::::

::::

H20

equation it is possible to calculate

-0

8 phX+

68 0 f'or the reaction
++

Pb(aq)

+

and hence

(aqJ

x'(an)

-===:::.:.

"

PhX+
(aq)

from the equation

The same calculatinns have been performed usinr the
covalent interatomic distances for the Ph-X bond as

6:::>.

measured by electron diff'raction methods by Lister and
Sutton66 .

The results of these two calculations are

compared with the experimental data in the following
table.
TABLli; XVIII

A Oomparison of' the Experimental and Theoretical
Values of the Entropy of Association of
IJead and Halide Ions.
II SO

Ion in
Water

Calorimetric

II SO
II SO
Covalent
Ionic
Theoretical

II SO
II SO
Conducto- Spectrometric photometric

PbCl+

11.6

22.0

14.0

14.2

7.2

PbBr+

9.4

16.4

12.5

9.8

3.7

PbI+

7.8

6.9

5·2

- 0.9

It is clear that better agreement between the experimental
and theoretical results is attained using ionic radii.
Nancollas has also calculated values for II SO
Assn.
from the entropy cycle
o
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entrony of
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llS4
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of ,p'aseous Xl lons.

=

entropy of as s oc ia tion in the

=

entropy of hydration of the

R:8S

Dhase.

eous complex
ion.

He gives the values of 19 and 15 e.u. for the calculated
entropy of association
of obtaining

llSo.

llSo should give exactly the same results as

obtained from the equation

=

Now this rather long method

Efforts to reproduce the Nancollas calculations gave
results of 6.6 e.u. and 2.9 e.u. respecti

for the

entrony of' association to form PbCl+( al] ) and PhP,r+( AI] ).
These results were obtainen. with the !Aster and Sutton
covalent radii for PbCI(,o;) 8.nd PhP,r(p:) and are in good
agreement with our calculated results for covalent
bonding but do not agree with those obtained by

~ancollas.

He quotes
684 (PbCI+)

=

-21.5

and

as obtained from values of (a)

68

SO

4(PbBr+)

PbX(an)

=

-20.5 e.u.

f'ound by the

Cobble method and
(h) S~bX+

( p')

equations for the translational and

found f'rom the

rotational entropy

contributions.

=

i.e.

8 pbX+

(g)

(Trans.) +

According to the Sackur-Tetrode equation at 25 0 0
8 (Trans.)=
where lilt

= molecular

1.5 R In M + 26.03
weight of PbX(cr)'

For PbX+ the rotational contribution f'or simple dumb-bell
systems
8(Rotn.)

=

4.6061o~ I

T +

where I is the moment of inertia.

177.7

It would appear that

Nancollas has misinterpreted the Gobble method of
calculating S~x+
for we obtain
(aq)
25 • 5 e.u. an d 28 • 1 e.u. f ' or ~o
~PbCl+
an d nO
~PbBr+
(aq)
(aq)
0
and 8
+
= 58.5 e.u. and 8pohRr+
= 60.6 e.u.
PbC I ( g)
. . (iY )
'Hence we find

4

68 (PbCI+)

=

4

68 (PbBr+)
Our values of

- 33 e.u. and

- 32.5 e.u.
68

4 dtffer

from those of Nancollas by

11.5 e.u. which is exactly the same as the difference
between our calculation of

68° using covalent radii

64.
and those of Nancollas.
2.

Heat Changes on

Ass~ciation

Whereas our entrony of comnlex formation results
indicate that the order of stabilities of the lead halide

> PbBr+ > PbI+

complexes is PbCl+

our heat of formation

data like the free energy of formation data suggests that

> PbBr+ > PbCl+.

the order is PbI+

Having

correlated our entropy data with the different

structure

breaking effects for the halide ions when a halide ion
associates with a hydrated lead ion we must now see if we
can also correlate our heat of comnlex formation results
with some property of the halide ions.
Williams 61 has recently considered the s"tabili ty
of complex ions with special reference to the hydration
He suggests that the heat of hydration

of the cation.
~H'

of a cation must be due to a combin8tion of electro-

static, covalent and repuls i ve interactions, .and proposes
the following empirical formula relating these quantities,
~H'

A'<~)
r

=

+

B'I

c' (1

~

02

)

~
the ratio of charge to radius of the cation is taken
r
as a measure of the electrostatic contribution, I02 the
second ionisation potential is

13

contribution and

measure of the covalent

8.

gives the repulsive interaction.

r

The constants A' B' C' can be made to give all the heats
of hydration of the divalent cations with a maximum error
of ±5% when A'

= 150, B' = 0.3

= 40.

Rnd C'

Similarly
~H"

Williams considers that the heat of formation
complex ML

of a

in aqueous solution from a gas cation and a

hydrated ligand in aqueous solution would also be
represented by the equation
Mi"

=

A

II

<%)

+

BtlI

02

e" <.:1. )'
r3

~

Then he cons iders that the heat of forma tion
complex in aqueous solution is given by

~H

=

H of the
~H"

-

~H'
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(A"- At) ~
r

i. e. by

+ (R"- B')I

o2

- (0"_ 0')

-tr3

This equation is very useful in comparing the heats and
free energies of formation of complexes of a given anion
with. various cations_

It suggests that for divalent ions

of very similar radius the heat of formation would be
Further if the entropy of formation
dependent on I0 2 of these complexes is small or constant then the free energies
of formation of the complex ions also depend on the
ionisation potentials of the cations.

Such relationships

have been observed by many authors 60 ,61,67 but in general
they are only very approximate.

The oorrelation is

however partioularly striking in the series of divalent
ions Mn <..

Fe

<.

Co

<-

Ni \

Cu

> Zn,

the ions being

listed in inoreasing order of their ionisation potentials
and in the order of the stability of their complexes.
The.equation for·

aH

also suggests that when

steric factors are unimportant and the ionisation
potential of the cations small, the heat of formation
of a oomplex would depend upon~.

This has been tested

with heat of hydration data and it has been found that
while the heats of hydration of bivalent ions of the
alkaline-earth metals lie on a smooth ourve when plotted
against the reciprocal of their ionic radii, those of
the transition metals, Pb Hg and Cd deviate in the
direotion of higher stability.

Previously Davies 67

found there was a linear relationship between the
negative logarithms of the dissociation constants of
the alkali and alkaline earth - hydroxide ion-pairs and
the reoiprocal of the cationio radius whereas the values
for Zn, Ag and Tl indioated increased stability which he
ascribed to covalent foroes.

We have already seen that

the entropy of formation of complex ions is a function of

~ and this may be responsible for the correlation
between

aG

and Z

r

More recent results on the

66.
thermodynamics of association of alkaline-earth and
hydroxide ions by Gimblett and Monk68 show that whereas
an approximately linear plot of

7,2
~

AG against both

and

I02 can be obtained, the results in Table XIX show that
AH is not a linear function of the reciprocal cation
radius.
TABLE XIX
The Heat and Entrony of Formation of
Complex Alkaline Earth-Hydroxide Ions.
Ion

0

Cation Radius A

AHOkcal/mole

AEf'e.u.

CaOH+

0.99

1. 25

11.3

SrOH+

1.15

1.15

7.6

BaOH+

1.37

1. 75

8.8

As far as complex ion formation between a given
anion and various cations is concerned it seems clear
that the available data do not decide whether covalent
or electrovalent bonding separately are responsible for
complex ion formation.
Now if we wish to consider the stabilities of a
series of complexes of a given cation then the above
equations are not completely satisfactory.

They do

not consider the contributions, electrostatic, covalent
and repulsive which will he characteristic of the anion.
We would expect the tendency toward any covalent bonding
in the complex ion PbX(aq) to depend upon both the
electronegativity of the cation as measured by its
ionisation potential 102 and the ionisation potential or
polarisability of the anion.

The refraction constants
[Rl of monatomic ions as deduced by Fajans 69 and
Wasastjerna 70 from the refractive indides of ionic
solutions can be taken as a measure of the polarisabilities
of the halide ions for they are related by the equation

[ R]

::

!:±..~.E c
3
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Since the value of

[R]

for the Cl' Brt and I' ions is

9.0, 12.6 and 19.0 respectively it is clear that

polarisation effects would tend to

~ive

a greater degree

of covalency in the PbI+ complex than the PbBr+ which
would be ~reater than in PbCl+.

At the same time

however the increased radius of the I' ion as compared
'with the Br' or CIt ion would result in weaker electrostatic attraction and

~reater

repulsive forces between

the lead and iodide ion as compared with that between a
lead ion and a bromide or chloride ion.

Thus when we

compare the heats of formation of our lead halide
complexes and find the order of stabili ty is PbI+) PbCl+
it would appear that the increased covalency effects outweigh the decrease in electrostatic attraction and
increase of repulsive forces.,
Now it has been shown that the force constant
may be considered to be a measure of the bond energy
of a covalent bond.
Walsh 71 has shown that in terms
of this that the bond energy of the halogens with a given
metal is such that it decreases from fluorine to iodine.
Hence in spite of the decreased electrostatic forces it
appears that the electrostatic forces are sufficient to
stabilise the complexes so that according to the heat
of formation data the order of stability is
As can be seen from the heat
of formation data for the halide complexes of other
cations in Table XX the same order is obeyed.
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TABLE XX
Thermodynamics of' Association l1..cc0rdinrr to
the React1.on M++

--II.

X'

+

..--

ivTX'

in Water.
AHokcal/mole

AS 0 e.u.

Ref'.

Ion Formed

AGOkcal/mole

FeOl++

- 2.0

8.5

35·0

72

FeBr++.

- 0.8

6.1

23.0

72

SnOl+

- 1.6

2.6

1L~.

0

73

1.4

8.0

73

1.2

11.6

n.3

9.4

0·3

7.8

SnBr+
PbOl+

- 1.0
- 2.2

PbI+

-

OrOl++

- 2.0

5·0

23·3

74

OdGl+

-

1.9

0.6

8·5

75

OdBr+

- 2.9

- 0.1

9.2

76

A g01'

- 4·5

-

6.0

77

PbBr+

2·5

-

2.6

2.7

Rabinowitch and stockmayer72 have explained the
endothermal associations f'or the ferric halide complexes
by suggesting that the electrostetic energy aained by
the association of Fe+ 3 with the halogen anions does not
compensate for the loss in hydration energy.

In all the

halide complexes of a given cation the heat of' f'ormation
data in Table XX indicates that this compensation is more
complete the larger the anion.

Since we would expect

smaller electrostatic attractive f'orces and greater
repulsive forces the

~reater

the size of' the anion then

the loss of hydration energy must become correspondingly
smaller in the series Olt Brt and It.

If' the loss of'

hydration energy can be considered to be the same for the
interaction of' the 01' Br' and I' ions with a given
cation

then another explanation of the trend of' heat

of' formation data might be that the loss of' hydration
t

energy may be counterbalancediby an increasinrr covalent

69.
contribution to the bonding in the order PbI+)
3.

The Eff'ect of a

PbBr+) PbOl+.

y_ariatiQ:rl-_of_~he_SolveI!.t_on

A.ssoc ia tio!l_~~actionE!.
Any

chan~e

of the solvent may be exuected to

af'fect the thermodynamics of association by at least
three causes:
(a) a change of' the number or type of solvent molecules
coordinating to the various ionic species in solution,
(h) a change of' dielectric constant in the vicinity of the
ions resulting in differing electrostatic attractive
and repulsive forces,
(c) a change in the concentrations of the various ions
occasioned by a change of dielectric constant.
The free energy of' formation data for PbBr+ obtatned by
Panckhurst from absorption spectra measurements
indicate that complex formation is certainly more
likely in solvents of lower dielectric constant.

TABLb; XXI

Thermodynamic Functions for the Reaction
Pb++

+

Brt

-..
'!i-

!\

PbBr+

in Various Water-Methanol Mixtures.
Solvent

AGocal/mole

mOcal/mole

AS 0 e.u.

Water

- 2530

300

9.4

% CH3 OH-H 2O
% CH 3OH-H 2O

- 3260

800

13.6

- 4150

1450

18.7

CH OH-H 2O
3

- 5093

2070

24.0

20.86m
40.16m
61.01m

C¢;

Zachariasen 78 has shown by means of X-ray
diffraction work that although hydrogen bonding does
exist in methyl alcohol solution, its probability is
fairly low and decreases with rise of temperature.
Consequently liquid methanol may be regarded as bejng a

70.
fairly random liquid.

A

R tudy

of the thermodynamics

of solution of' inert rrases 79 tn water methanol mixtures
has indicateil that such mixtures Also have a much less
ordered

st~lcture

The fact

than is found tn water.

that our entropy of association results increase with
the proportion of methanol in the solvent also Slltrrrests
that the water-methanol mixtures are more disorn.ered the
p:reater the proporti.on of methanol nresent.

B.

TH"~

NATURE OF

Tf1T~

COMPV;:X LEAD HALIDE IONS.

Tn solution the complex which we have represented
as PbX(aq) may be

(a)

a Bjerrum ion-pair formed by the

electrostatl.c interaction of a pair of hydrated ions,
(b) a molecular species formed by the sharing of a paj.r
of electrons between the Pb++ and Xt unhydrated ions to
give the hydrated covA.lently handed speci.es (Pb-X):q or
(c) a species in which the halide ion ren1Flr.es one of
the water molecules from the hydration shell and is
electrostatically bonded to the central lead ion.
Panckhurst has discussed the problem at some length
and concludes that the complex is a molecular species
wi th predominantly covalent bonding. becl'mse of the
following facts.
approach

First, the mean distance of closest

B calculated

from his observed equilibrium

constants and the Bjerrum theory is much less than the
sum of the ionic rRdii of the ions concerned.
Secondly, no ne'.v absorT"ltton band could be detected in
aqueous lead perchlorate solutions in which according
to the Bjerrum theory ion-pair formation would be
expected whereas new absorption bands were detected in
lead halide solutions.

:B'inally, Panckhurst constdered

that since Lister and Sutton found that electron
diffraction measurement

of bond

le~r:ths

lead. halides 1l\fere, like the minimum

le~H'!

in the P'8seous
to hrGmine

71 .
dtstence found by Powell ann Tasker

80

in the douhle salts

MBr.2PbBr , much lesR than the ionic radii sum, then
2
there wes a possibility thflt any lead halide hond in
solution would also be covalent..
Our consideration of the B,4errum theory indlcates
that the Bjerrum minimum

Dc

is a very arbi trary nm:mti ty

particularly for higher valence type electrolytes.

Owing

to dielectric satur8tion in the nei.?:hhourhood of the
ions the appropriate value of the dielectric constant
may be less than the

bul~

As a result we

value.

consider the sip:nificance of the calculated value of

8

is uncertain and any comparison of it with the sum of
the ionic radii is not a satisfactory criterion of the
nature of the bonding in the complex PbX(aq).

Only for

the, stannous halide complexes can reasonable values of

R

be calculated from the observed equilibrium constants
but since the rneasnrp.ment:::; were made in
ionic strength

I

=3

8

solution of

it is doubtful if the

£

values

indicate ion-pair formation.
Two reviews 81 ,82 of the nature of the absorntion
spectra of a large number of species in the gas, liquid
and solid phases consider that the phenomenon is due to
Thus Rabinowitch

an electron-transfer process.

postulates that for PhX(8"") ions the halide ion replaces
one of the water molecules from th.e hydration shell of
the lead ion and interprets the absorntion process in
terms of the. equation:
)

,
The Rabinowitch ion-pair Pb++X

differs from the Bjerrum

ion-pair in that the halide ion actually enters the
primary hydration shell of the lead ion.

B'or Panckhurs t' s

covalently bonded species this electron-transfer process
is impossible and he

sug~ests

that the absorptlon spectrum

is due to a molecular excitation process.
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This postulate was really necessary in view of the fact
that no new absorntion band could. be found for lead
perchlorate solutions in which ion-nair formation would
be expected from the Bjerrum theory.

Now the Question

is, would we expect a new absorption band or a change
in the absorption spectra of solutions of lead perchlorate
A recentreview 82 of the
with changing concentration?
absorption spectra of s orne anions in aqueous s olutt on
indicates that, according to some unnublished work by
Dainton, the absorption of the perchlorate ion is very
small in the range 190-210

m~

Tn all the lead halide

•

solutions it is found that the new absorption band occurs
at just slightly longer wavelengths than that for the
absorption peak of the anion.

At the same time the

height of the absorption peak characteristic of the lead
ion decreases.

Since the lead and perchlorate ions

absorb in the same region of the spectrum then it would
seem likely that the two effects obsArved in lead
halide solutions would in lead nerchlorate solutions
cancel or produce very small
spectrum in the range 200-210

chan~es

~,~

in the absorption

which would not be

detected by the apparatus used by Panckhurst and Biggs.
Consequently we consider tha.t the non-anpearance of a
new band, in lead perchlorate solutions and the appearance
of a new band in lead halide solutions canllot be taken
to indicate that if ion-pairs are expected in the former
then the new absorption in the latter must be due to new
molecular species and not ion-pairs.
The absorption spectra of the ion-pairs of the
type Fe+ 3Xt have been described as electron transfer
spectra and the terms entering into the absorption energy
have been analYSed 83 from the cycle:

l'ihy to'!'

CO(lft!3t~x t (koal.)

~ _ _ _ _~~O_ _ _ _ _~9~_~_ _ _ :~

140

~L.----------~t--------=--. ---r-'-"·--·--·-·--·--~~
120

110

Plg. 110

100
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Fe+ 2 X

1

- Nhy.

Fe+ 2

--..

- AR

Fe+ 3 X,

-1'I -

i

1 2- 3

i

-

C"i.!.

+ S)x

I

Fe+ 3

:fPe+3 X'

x

+

+

X'

=The energy o:f the absorption maximum -Nhv

can be related

to the energy changes in the cycle by the equation

=

- Nhv

(E + S)x + Q

+3
= the measured heat o:f formation in
Fe X'
solution of the ion-pair Fe+ 3 X' ;

where

AR f

(E + s)x

= the

sum of the electron affinity and

the energy of hydration of the halide atom;

and

Q = the energy change required to bring

the separated Fe+(2aq ) and X( aq ) into a configuration
..
3
identical with that of the Fe+ X(an) ion-pair.
The
heats of formation of the ion-nairs pe+ 3X(ao.)
where X = F' Cl' Brt OH t and
all are in the range

° ± 5 kcal.

H02

and Q cannot be determined.

However, in

spite of this a good linear plot of apnroximately unit
slope is obtained when Nhv

the energy corresponding to

the absorption maximum is plotted against (~ + s)X.
Evans, Uri and Rush 83 consider that this indicates that
their original postulate of an electron-trans:fer process
is correct.

A similar analysis :for the complex cobaltic

chloro, bromo, iodo and azide ion-pairs of the type
~0(NH3) 6 +3 Xt also suggests that the absorption

1

spectra of these ions may be due to an electron-transfer
process.
Both Fromher~10 and Panckhurst 1a give the
wavelength of the maximum absorption for the lead halide
complexes as 225, 235 and 265 m~ :for PbCI+, PbBr+ and
PbI+ respectively.

In Fig. 11

is given the plot o:f Nhv

for these complexes against (E + S)x and it compares well
with that obtained by Evans and Nancollas 58 for
fro(NH3)61 +3 X'.

Hence we consider that the lead

74·
halide complex can be represented as ion-pairs of the
RB.binowitch type and their absorption spectrum is due to
an electron transfer process
Pb++ Xt

Nhy
------4

Redlich 84 has suggested that the observations
of a Raman spectrum for aqueous solutions of electrolytes
should provide posttive evidence for covalently bound
species.

Thus Redlich and BigeleiSen85 have determined

the ionisation constant of nitric acid from observations
of its Raman spectrum and they have obtained the same
result as that determined from the ultra-violet absorption
measurements of von Halban and iiiisenbrand86 .
No Raman
investigations seem to have been made on the lead halide
solutions and due to the low solubility of these
electrolytes it is doubtful if Raman effects would be
Observed.

However some results on the TIOR species in

solution are relevant.

The complex TIOR does not

satisfy the Davies criterion of electrostatically bound
ion-pairs for the hydroxides of metals of groups 2A and
2B.

Bell and George 87 then suggest that the undissociated

part of this electrolyte may be covalently linked.
George, Rolfe and Woodward 88 calculate that covalently
bonded undissociated TIOH would have three permitted
Raman frequencies having intensities at least 100 times
that for the ion-pair TI+OH t

•

However they could not

detect any Raman lines for solutions of thallous
hydroxide and consider that such results, although not
conclusive, may be taken as supporting the view that
the undissociated part of thallous hydroxide in solution
is not covalently bonded, but consists rather of
electrostatically bound ion-nairs.
We have seen that our observed entropy of
formation results are in agreement with the model of a
halide ion replacing a water molecule from the hydration

Be_...

f t . 12.
Aft Ill_tn'loa ~ the Jane• •ela'101l8h1p
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shell of the lead ion if ionic rather than covalent radii
Also the entropy chanqes are relRted to the

are used.

entropy effects associated with the influence of an ion
on its hydration shell and the trend in the stabilities
of various complexes is

~overned

by the trend of the

entropy changes on the formation of those complexes.
These observations suggest that relative hydration
eft'ects of ions in solution probably playa large part
in determining the arrangement of ions in solution.
That solvation effects are important in ionic equilibria
has been shown by recent work on the influence of
pressure.
Hamann 89 and his co-workers have shown that
pressure favours an increase of the free energy of
solvation and experiment shows qualitatively that
complex formation is suppressed by pressure in accord with
this theory.
The linear variation of

6S with

6H as shown

in Fig.12 is characteristic of all processes involving
the physics.l ordering or disorderinp: of particles.

This

does not tell us anything about the nature of the forces
producing the order or disorder but the observed linearity
would suggest that the t'orces resnonsible are of the same
type in each system considered and that our results are
consistent.
Since we do not observe any definite
relationship between our observed heat of formation data
and

z a measure of the electrostatic character, of

-~

r'

the polarisability of the halide ionR, a measure of the
covalent character in the comDlex ion, we can only
conclude that these results do not distino:uish between
the possibility of an ionic or covalent snecies existing
in solution.
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To sum up then we consider that the entropy
effect is the major factor responsible for the stability
of the complex ion in solution.

It seems likely that

the complex is formed by the renlacement of

8

water

molecule from the "lJrimAry hydration shell of the lead
ion, but we have no conclusive evidence as to the nature
of the bonding.
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V.

1.

SUN'lMARY

A microcalorimeter has been constructed to
investigate the heat erfects associated with
the mixing of electrolyte solutions.

2.

The heats of mixi.ng of lead perchlorate and
potassium halide solutions have been measured.
From these data and the known association
constants for lead and. halide ions in solution
the enthalpy and entropy change on the
formation of' complex ions PbX(ao) nflve heen
obtained.

3.

The theory of electrolyte solutions with particular
reference to ion-association has been reviewed.

4.

The thermodynamics of ion-association hAve been
considered with a view to explaining the
observed trends in the stabilities of' complex
ions in solution.

5.

+
The evidence on the nature of the complex ions PbX(aq)

has been discussed.
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